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The Illyrians were an Indo-European group of people who once inhabited a large
expanse of the western Balkans. As interactions with the Greeks and, later, the Romans
increased, the traditional way of life and sociopolitical organization of the Illyrians were
undoubtedly altered. This thesis takes a geospatial approach in order to address how
interactions with other groups of people influenced Illyrian settlement patterns.
Specifically, how Greek colonization followed by Roman incorporation affected Illyrian
settlement patterns in Albania? Due to its peripheral location in the Mediterranean,
Albania provides a unique case study for investigating colonization, integration, and
interaction between different cultures.
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INTRODUCTION
Statement of a Problem
The Illyrians were an Indo-European group of people who once inhabited a large
expanse of the western Balkans (Wilkes 1992: 4). Today, their former domain
encompasses modern-day Albania, territory that was the Former Yugoslav Republic, and
perhaps even parts of southeastern Italy (Schon and Galaty 2006: 233; Wilkes 1992: 4,
68). Living on the periphery of the Mediterranean world, the Illyrians were a
predominantly pastoral people who buried their dead in mounds (Galaty 2002: 113;
Galaty 2007: 136; Gilkes 2013: 14; Hammond 1992: 28-29, 33; Wilkes 1992: 220-221).
As interactions between the Illyrians and the Greeks, and later the Romans, increased, the
traditional way of life and sociopolitical organization of the Illyrians were undoubtedly
altered as a result of contact and acculturation (Galaty et al. 2013: 46; Wilkes 1992: 221,
236-237). The purpose of my thesis research lies in understanding how these increased
interactions with other groups of people influenced Illyrian settlement patterns.
Specifically, how did Greek colonization, followed by Roman incorporation, affect
Illyrian settlement patterns in Albania? In order to gain greater insight on the problem at
hand, I pursued a regional settlement pattern analysis by way of Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) in order to analyze how the locations of sites changed over time. To do
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this, I analyzed the archaeological record through the lens of World-System Analysis
(WSA) (Galaty 2011).
The geographical extent of my analysis was limited to modern-day Albania,
which encompasses an area that is geographically diverse. This allows for consideration
of topography and distance when analyzing the varying levels of interaction and
integration between the Illyrians and the Greeks and Romans (Galaty et al. 2013: 3, 29,
32; Prendi 1982: 187; Wilkes 1992: 113). For example, Albania is situated along the
Adriatic, with plains near the coast and mountainous terrain on the interior; this setting
would have played a role in the degree of interaction between the Illyrian tribes and
outsiders (Galaty 2002: 109). Additionally, modern-day Albania encompasses the heart
of the territory that was inhabited by Illyrian tribes in prehistory (Galaty 2002:112). The
data for this research were analyzed at a broad, regional scale, encompassing north versus
south Albania.
Geographically, the research area was divided into two parts: southern Albania
and northern Albania. Southern Albania is separated from northern Albania by the river
Shkumbin, which roughly divides the country in half (Figure 1.1). The north-south
division of Albania is not arbitrary. Historically, the river divides the two dialect groups
of Albania, the Ghegs in the north from the Tosks in the south (Woods 1918: 263). The
Shkumbin may have played a similar role in the past, separating north and south.
Furthermore, ancient historians describe the Illyrian tribal territories in both the Greek
and Roman periods (Wilkes 1992; 17, 74-104). Consequently, I may be able to determine

2

whether hillforts and site clusters correspond with tribal boundaries as indicated by
historical records (Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3).

Modern Day Albania
Projection: UTM 34T, Sources: ESRI 2017, EEA 2009, Author: Erina Baci (2017)
3

The “Kingdom” of the Illyrians
Wilkes, John. The Kingdom of the Illyrians. [Map]. 1: 100km. Cambridge: Blackwell,
1992. In Wilkes, John. The Illyrians. Cambridge: Blackwell, 1992, xxii.
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Roman Illyricum
Wilkes, John. Roman Illyricum [Map]. 1:100km. Cambridge: Blackwell, 1992. In
Wilkes, John. The Illyrians. Cambridge: Blackwell, 1992, xxiii.

Temporally, the sites analyzed were divided into three categories: The PreContact (Illyrian) period, Greek colonization, and Roman integration. Typical Illyrian
sites date to the Iron Age (1100 - 400 BC), as this is the time during which a distinct
5

Illyrian material culture appears. The range for this period will be 1100 - 628 BC
(Harding 1992: 15; Galaty et al. 2013: 201; Prendi 1982: 229; Wilkes 1992: 104-105).
Characteristics of the material culture include “princely burials” with a rich array of
grave goods such as double-headed iron axes, among other weapons, which are
considered a distinguishing object of the Illyrian material culture. Some of these princely
burials also contain high-quality pottery that originates from Greece, as well as other
imported goods such as amber and Greek made “barbarian” ware (Wilkes 1992: 105).
The year 627 BC marks the beginning of Greek influence in the research area, as this is
when the first Greek colony, Epidamnus, was established at modern-day Durrës (Harding
1992: 14, 22). The second time period, “Greek colonization”, ranges from 627 - 168 BC.
The year 167 BC marks the end of Greek influence and the advent of Roman
incorporation (Harding 1992: 14). Consequently, the last time period “Roman
integration” ranges from 167 BC -395 AD. The year 395 AD marks the rise of the
Eastern Roman Empire and the decline of direct Roman influence in the research area
(Galaty et al. 2013: 46).
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Theory
A common approach when analyzing interaction in the Mediterranean is to apply
Wallerstein's World-Systems Theory (WST) (Hall et al. 2011; Harding 2011; Harding
2013; Parkinson and Galaty 2007; Parkinson and Galaty 2010). The ancient world did not
exist in isolation; in fact, interconnectivity, especially across large distances, is not a
phenomenon of the “modern world” but something that, at least in the Mediterranean, has
existed as early as the third millennium BC (Hall et al. 2011: 240; Harding 2013: 8; Katz,
2008: 2; Lamberg-Karlovsky 2009: 52; Wallerstein 1974: 15). The application of WST to
this part of the world is not new: Galaty (2007: 135) has used WST in his research in
northern Albania in attempting to understand how Albania fit into a presumed
Mediterranean world-system. More recently, there has been a shift among the
archaeological community away from “World-System Theory” and toward “WorldSystem Analysis” (WSA) (Hall et al. 2011: 237). This name change acknowledges that in
archaeology, the world-systems concept is more of an analytical and interpretive tool
than a theoretical framework (Galaty 2011: 5; Harding 2013: 2). According to Hall et al
(2011: 239), WSA can be seen as a paradigm for asking questions of connectivity in the
ancient world. Wallerstein's WST is an economic dependency model, designed to make
sense of the capitalistic societies that were emerging in the sixteenth century AD
7

(Kardulias and Hall 2008: 573), WSA when applied to past societies focusses more on
interactions via networks (Harding 2013: 14) . For the purposes of my research, the
Greek city-states and Rome can be classified as cores or centers, while the Iron Age
Illyrians can be classified as peripheral (Galaty 2007: 136; Galaty 2011: 16; Gilkes 2013:
15; Harding 2011:383 Vranić 2014: 39). The Albanian colonies and primary centers
represent semi-peripheral extensions of the “cores,” Greece and Rome, and, as places of
enhanced industry and trade, would have attracted settlement. WST is essentially Marxist
economic model (Kardulias and Hall 2008: 573; Marx and Engels 1992 [1848]: 3, 8). For
this analysis, it is an appropriate theoretical approach for examining how the presence of
“cores,” which would have controlled of “capital” and the means of production,
influenced the settlement pattern of the Illyrian sites in my research area. Moreover, it is
highly likely that people would have been drawn to the cores because of their economic
prosperity, the same way the proletariat were drawn to the towns of industrial Europe
(Marx and Engels 1992[1848]).
Albania’s peripheral location in the Mediterranean makes it a good candidate for
applying a WSA approach (Galaty 2007: 136; Galaty 2011: 16). Albania is a small
country in the Balkans, located on the Adriatic coast. It is bordered by Greece to the
South, Montenegro and Kosovo to the north, and Macedonia to the east (Prendi and
Bunguri 2008: 177). In the past, the area that is now Albania was known to the Greeks as
Illyris, and, after 167 BC, to the Romans as Illyricum (Hammond 1992: 29; Harding
1992: 14). Topographically, Albania is a highly mountainous country, with a
predominantly Mediterranean climate. This varies, however, especially as one travels
8

north, with certain mountainous areas being prone to a more alpine climate (Prendi and
Bunguri 2008: 180). The country also contains a wealth of natural resources: it is rich in
freshwater sources, such as streams and rivers, and forests, and fertile plains for
agriculture. Its location in the Adriatic, coupled with its favorable climate and abundance
of natural resources, has made it an attractive area for human settlement throughout
history and prehistory (Prendi and Bunguri 2008: 180).
There are several river systems that make their way through the research area: the
Drin, the Mat, the Shkumbin, the Semini and the Vijosa (Hammond 1992: 29). In
addition to being sources of fresh water, the rivers can be seen as arteries that link the
different parts of the study area, arteries that likely had a great deal of influence in regard
to level of interaction between the north and south, and coast and hinterland, due to their
courses (Prendi and Bunguri 2008: 197). For example, the Drin and White Drin connect
the Danube to the Adriatic (Prendi 1982: 187; Prendi and Bunguri 2008: 179). In his
article on Roman settlement in Hungary, Simon (2015: 119-120) found that Least Cost
Paths (LCP) between centers often went along ancient roadways and waterways. The
same can be seen in Albania, as the Via Egnatia runs along the Shkumbin, while the
Lissus-Naissus Road runs along parts of the Drin (Amore et al. 2001: 381; Galaty et al.
2013: 67). Simon (2015: 120) argues that this is the case because rivers naturally follow
paths of least resistance, meaning they select the easiest slope. Amore et al. (2001, 2005)
show that many sites were founded along the Via Egnatia during its use. During the
Roman period, roads were often fortified, as was the case in Albania; however, there
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likely were prehistoric precursors present before Roman colonization (Galaty et al. 2013:
193; Wilkes 1992: 255).
Due to the variable geography of the research area, one cannot assume that the
degree of interaction was the same throughout prehistoric Albania. Galaty (2002, 2013)
argues that more recently, the tribes of the Shala Valley were able to control the amount
of isolation or interaction they experienced by “opening and closing” the valley to
outsiders. In the past as well, the mountainous landscape of northern Albania may have
acted as a buffer, inhibiting the amount of contact, which may be why there appears to
have been more interaction between the Illyrians and the Greeks and Romans in the south
as opposed to the north (Galaty 2007: 135). Hammond states that while Illyrians served
in the Roman military in large numbers, northeastern Albania, also known as the
Albanian Alps, remained more or less outside of the influence of Rome, allowing for the
preservation of traditional lifeways (Hammond 1992: 39; Galaty et al. 2013; Galaty 2002:
117; Galaty 2007: 133; Prendi 1982: 228). However, data from the Shala Valley Project
(SVP) suggest that the valley was abandoned during the Roman period (Galaty et al.
2013: 193).

Terminology
The terms site, specifically Illyrian site, will appear on numerous occasions,
hence, it is beneficial to define them. The term site is a problematic one (Cherry 2003:
148-149; Lesure 2003). Historically, the term implies a town or a settlement (Dunnell
1992: 22). More specific to archaeology, sites are often delineated by the presence of a
10

high density of artifacts, but as Dunnell and Dancey (1983: 271, 272, 274; Dunnell 1992:
30) point out, this has often led to the neglect of parts of the archaeological record that do
not contain a high enough artifact density or present the traditionally accepted
characteristics of a “site.” However, it must be noted that this is more of an issue in North
America than in the Mediterranean. In the Mediterranean, sites are typically and routinely
delineated by the presence of high-density artifact clusters, sometimes associated with
architecture, amidst almost continuous background scatters, all of which are mapped
(Cherry et al 1988: 163). There are several other practical problems regarding the use of
the term site. For example, how does one delineate a site physically (Dunnell 1992: 25)?
As used in this thesis, the term site implies an area that shows evidence of human
occupation, similar to how Heizer (in Dunnell 1992: 23) defined the notion, be it via the
presence of architecture or artifacts, with no differentiation between scale or artifact
density. The identification of “significant sites” is something Simon (2015: 108) struggles
with in his research, as traditionally, sites in his study area are delineated by the presence
of stone architecture. To overcome this, he includes in his analysis sites that are
delineated by the presence of stone architecture and artifacts, specifically pottery
concentrations (Simon 2015:108-111). Regarding the data used for this thesis
specifically, an Illyrian site will be delineated based on its date and location. All sites that
are not known colonies, that fall within my research area and that date from 1100 BC to
AD 395, are considered “Illyrian sites,” while the rest are considered colonies. I have
chosen to identify Illyrian sites this way to avoid bias by including only settlements or
sites that are typically considered “Illyrian.”
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Site location can be influenced by a number of factors: social, economic and
environmental (Brant et al. 1992: 269; Johnson 1977; Simon 2015:106). For the purpose
of my research, I will be focusing mainly on the economic pull of Greek and Roman
colonies and the preference for and proximity to certain geological features. While I am
focusing my analysis on observable geographic influence, it should be mentioned that
there likely were social factors at play regarding the differences between northern and
southern Albania. For example, southern Albania was in more regular, intensive contact
with outsiders both in prehistory and history. Historically, people who live in southern
Albania, especially near the border with Greece, have been bilingual, and this situation
may have very well been the case in prehistoric Albania as well (Wilkes 1992: 69;
Winnifrith 1992: 81-82). In fact, Hammond states that tribes located in the southernmost
parts of the Illyrian territories tended to be bilingual, like the Bylliones (Hammond 1992:
37). This increased contact in the south may have very well caused southern Albania to
be to some extent culturally different from northern Albania (Galaty 2007: 133). For
example, some records suggest the Greeks were invited to colonize at Apollonia by the
Taulantii (Galaty 2002: 118). Hence, the north and south would have reacted differently
to colonization.

Colonization
The analysis of Illyrian settlement patterns throughout prehistory is also relevant
to understanding the phenomenon of colonization, specifically Greek and Roman
colonization. There has been a great interest among historians and archaeologists alike
regarding colonization. However, the focus of the literature on the topic has been on
12

defining terms like colonization and colony and trying to understand what the causes for
colonization were (Tsetskhladze 2006 xxvi-xl). The focus of past research regarding
colonization leaned more towards how colonizers viewed colonization, as described by
ancient authors, and less so in trying to understand the impact of colonization on the
colonized (Bradley and Wilson 2006; Tsetskhladze 2006). However, scholars like van
Dommelen (2012: 394) are beginning to ask different questions, moving away from
focusing only on the colonies that were founded, but also on the people who migrated as
a result of colonization and what sort of interactions they might have had. Additionally,
while many researchers have studied Greek and Roman colonization separately, Bradley
and Wilson (2006) show that very few have actually analyzed the two types of
colonization to see how they compare one to the other. Bradley and Wilson (2006: xi-xii)
point out that there are some marked differences between the two. For example, Greek
colonization was heavily dependent on maritime travel, which Roman colonization did
not rely on as much. Greek colonies were founded by ethnic or regional groups, usually
sponsored by a “mother” city such as Athens, or in my specific research area, Corinth and
Corcyra, whereas Roman colonies were founded by the imperial capital, Rome (Bradley
and Wilson 2006: xi).
Additionally, the two colonization efforts may have had different motives. Greek
colonization during the archaic period may have been opportunistic venture into new
territory for economic gain. However, we know that Roman colonization was deliberate
conquest driven by military and territorial goals (Bispham 2006: 74; Bradley 2006:161;
Patterson 2006: 191, 209; Wilkes 1992: 109, 207-208; Wilson 2006: 23). Because of this,
13

Roman colonization had a higher level of integration. Roman colonies became provinces
and their people eventually became some type of Roman citizen, Wilkes states that this
was the case in prehistoric Albania following Roman incorporation (Wilkes 1992: 254).
This was not the case with Greek colonies, where there is evidence that integration was
not necessarily the end goal (Bradley and Wilson 2006: Xii). In the case of Apollonia,
there are written records suggesting the presence of a hierarchy, with the descendants of
the original colonizers forming an oligarchy of sorts and Illyrians working under them
(Galaty 2002: 119). Nevertheless, Illyrians and Greeks at Apollonia may have
intermarried, indicating some degree of integration between the two populations. In fact,
the results of research by McIlvaine et al. (2014), which looked at skeletal remains from
Apollonia, Lofkënd, and Corinth in order to determine the ethnicity of the people buried
at Apollonia, suggest some level of integration.
In Albania, the two types of colonization, Greek and Roman, differ in that the
Greek colonies were founded de novo; they were essentially “new,” Although they may
have been built atop some kind of smaller pre-existing Illyrian settlement or trading post
(Wilkes 1992: 112). Unlike the Greek colonies, Roman centers were created at preexisting settlements, hence they were not newly established. For example, Apollonia and
Butrint became Roman colonies following Roman conquest, as did Epidamnus, which
was renamed Dyrrachium (Hammond 1992: 37; Wilkes 1992: 110). Iron Age Illyrian
cities, like Byllis and Shkoder, also became Roman colonies, or primary centers, and will
be considered as such during my analysis (Wilkes 1992: 212-213; Cabanes et al. 2008:
63).
14

History of Archaeology in Albania
Historically, the archaeology of Albania has been dominated by foreign
archaeologists. The earliest excavations in the country were under the leadership of teams
from Germany and Italy (Galaty and Watkinson 2004: 11,12). After 1944, archaeology in
Albania was greatly influenced by the nationalistic agenda of the communist regime
(Miraj and Zeqo 1993). Hoxha, the Albanian dictator for most of the 20th century, quickly
realized the importance of archaeology in creating and embedding a national identity,
thus archaeology as a discipline flourished during this time (Galaty and Watkinson 2004:
8). However, the goals of archaeological research were bent to meet the ideology of the
party (Miraj and Zeqo 1993). Following the collapse of communism and the opening of
Albania's borders to the rest of the world, archaeology in the country began to evolve.
Albanian archaeology today is in what Bejko and Hodges (2006:1) call the “third stage,”
a period marked by a moving away from the nationalist tendencies of the Hoxha era. This
phase of archaeology has developed out of the collaboration with foreign archaeological
projects and foundations and has given rise to a new wave of archaeologists, often trained
in the West (Bejko and Hodges 2006: 1; Hodges 2015: 1243). This new class is
attempting to break free from the theoretical and methodological limitations of the
dominating regime, whose approaches were deeply rooted in culture history (Agolli
2014: 1-3; Papadopoulos et al. 2013: 523). My research can contribute to this process by
testing some of the assumptions made about Illyrian settlement, most of which were
generated during communism and which are therefore suspect.
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Geology and Climate
Additionally, there were likely geological factors that influenced the location of
sites, such as soils, land cover and survey coverage. To address this bias in site
location, geological characteristics of Albania were incorporated into the database to see
to what extent the geology of the research area influenced the location of sites.
Geoarchaeological research using modern methods has been conducted in Albania since
the 90’s (Fouache 2001, Denèfle 2000; Mazzini 2016). However, the focus of the
research has been on paleoenvironmental reconstruction, specifically during the Holocene
in the Korçë basin (Fouache et al. 2001; Denèfle et al. 2000) and in the Shkodra basin
(Mazzini et al. 2016). In both regions, studies have found that there is a change in the
land cover of the area around the time that human occupation and activity increases
(Mazzini 2016:95). At Maliq, there is a change in the pollen record signifying a drop in
the number of tree species and a rise in the amount of cultivated grain (Fouache et al.
2001: 83-86). There is also a change in the type of trees that are present from in the area
that reflects changes elsewhere in the Balkans at around 4000 B.P. At this time there is a
change from hardier species, that can withstand a wide arrange of temperatures,
specifically colder temperatures, like pine, juniper and fir trees, to more temperate
species, particularly beech (Fouache et al. 2001: 79, 85). The change in the species of
trees found in the area reflects overall climatic changes at the time, which became more
temperate and wetter (Fouache 2001: 85- 86). The site of Sovjan, which is located near
the edge of the lake, was abandoned around 4000 years BP likely due to rising water
levels (Fouache et al. 2001: 86). The analysis of the core from Lake Shkodra suggests a
change in its microbiome in the beginning of the Iron Age, likely due to the pollution
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created by the practice of agriculture in the vicinity of the lake (Mazzini et al. 2016: 85,
95).
The coast of Albania has also changed over time. Fouche et al. (2010) show this
in their ancient shoreline reconstruction from the middle Holocene to the 20th century in
vicinity of Apollonia. The authors compare written records from ancient writers such as
Livy and Plutarch with sedimentological analysis from cores taken at various locations in
the vicinity of Apollonia. Fouche et al. (2010: 128) found that the written records do in
fact line up with their analysis, and that Apollonia was actually much closer to the shore,
about 2 km, as opposed to the 10 km distance today. The authors argue that this is due to
the process of deltaic progradation, that has specifically been active during the medieval
period around the time of Ottoman occupation. There is evidence of people seeking
refuge at this time at higher locals, to avoid the flooding that was occurring at the time.
As a result of this flooding, major rivers extended their delta, widening the distance from
the shore (Fouache et al. 2010: 128). The sedimentological research conducted by
Fouache et al. (2010:121) also indicates that the area around Apollonia at the time was a
marshy environment with evidence of pastoralism. Royal (2012: 406) states that during
the first and second centuries CE, the sea level of the Adriatic was about 0.6 to 2.7 meters
lower on average. This rise in sea level in modern times can greatly affect the number of
sites that are visible on the coast; for example, in Durrës, there are parts of the ancient
port of Dyrrachium that are now under water (Royal 2012: 409). There is little literature
that I have been able to access that addresses the nature of the geology of the research
area during my period of interest. However, there are historical sources that tell us where
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sites were, and in this part of the world, these historical sites are easily identifiable via
diagnostic artifacts and prominent architecture. These same sources, while prone to their
biases, also provide insight into the way of life and the geography at the time (Dzino
2016: 69; Wilkes 1992: 49, 69, 82, 91-96, 111).
Aufgebauer et al. (2012) conducted a climatic and environmental change study
using paleo-botanical remains from Lake Prespa, one of the largest lakes in the Balkans.
The core recovered from the lake provide the researches with records going as far back as
17 000 years ago (Aufgebauer et al. 2012: 122). The researchers were able to reconstruct
climatic and environmental characteristics of 6 distinct periods of time from the pollen
and ostracod specimens. The earliest period, called the Late Glacial, dates to about 17.115.7 Kya, and is characterized by cold and dry weather, the sediments indicate very little
bioturbation suggesting the lake was covered by ice for long periods of time (Aufgebauer
et al. 2012: 129). In the Mid-Holocene (7.9 – 1.9 kya) and Late Holocene (1.9 kya –
present) the deposits show evidence for the clearing of forest and agriculture (Aufgebauer
et al. 2012: 132-133). The researchers note that there is a general trend towards warmer
weather and increased precipitation over time, with fluctuations in-between certain
periods (Aufgebauer et al. 2012: 132).

Important Sites
As the focus of my research is the draw of certain sites – specifically colonies and
primary centers – it would be beneficial to provide some background on these sites.
Three sites are known as major colonies: Epidamnus or Dyrrachium, Apollonia, and
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Butrint. Illyrian cities that later become colonies include Byllis and Shkodra. All primary
centers and colonies are depicted in Figure 2.1. Given below are short descriptions of
some of the more important sites included in this study, however, all sites have a short
description recorded in the gazetteer (Appendix A).
Epidamnus / Dyrrachium: Epidamnus was the first colony established in Illyrian
lands. The colony was founded in the year 627 by Corinth and Corcyra jointly (Harding
1992: 14, 22; Cabanes et al. 2008:245; Bakhuizen 1986: 167). There is evidence to
suggest that there was some sort of occupation of the area before colonization, supported
by archaeological finds dating to the 7th century BC in the lower levels of the city
(Cabanes et al 2008: 245; Gilkes 2013:157). Epidamnus is integral in shaping our
understanding of the interactions between the native Illyrians and the colonists, as there is
evidence of citizens with Illyrian names (Bakhuizen 1986: 171-172). Archaeological
evidence, accompanied with antique literature, suggests that the Taulantii, the Illyrian
tribe native to the area, lived alongside the colonists and played an important role in
conflicts that arose (Gilkes 2013: 157; Wilkes 1992: 111, 112; Bakhuizen 1986: 172).
Wilkes states that Epidamnus became a bustling and important port in the ancient world
(Wilkes 1992: 112). Because of its prime location on the Adriatic, the colony was
exposed to numerous conflicts. It was seized or occupied by Cassander, Pyrrhus and
Teuta, after which it came under the protection of Rome and became known as
Dyrrachium (Gilkes 2013: 158). The colony, however, maintained its independence and
importance, as it become the starting point for the Via Egnatia. (Gilkes 2013: 158).
Apollonia: Apollonia is the second Greek colony to be founded in Illyrian
territory. Like Epidamnus, the colony was founded by Corinth and Corcyra. The
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literature suggests that the colony was founded in 588 BC by a group of 200 colonizers
under the leadership of Gylax and that it functioned as an oligarchy (Wilkes 1992: 112).
It is believed that Corinth was invited by the Illyrian tribes in the area to contribute to the
strengthening of a trading station that already existed (Wilkes 1992: 112). Apollonia
quickly rose to prominence because of its strategic location near the gulf of the Vijosa
river, which connected it to the Adriatic, making it an important port for trade, and its
rich territory, which supported both agriculture and the herding of livestock (Gilkes 2013:
39; Wilkes 1992: 112-113). However, there is reason to believe that the relationship
between the native Illyrians and the colonizers was different in Apollonia than in
Epidamnus. There is evidence for a mutual respect of the “non-Greek” king and his
people in Epidamnus; this is not perhaps the case at Apollonia (Bakhuizen 1986: 172).
The literature refers to a strict regime which controlled most of the land and its resources,
including the native Illyrians who likely were serfs (Wilkes 1992:113) Like Epidamnus,
Apollonia eventually fell under the protection of Rome and maintained its independence,
and became known as a center for academic learning (Wilkes 1992: 113).
Butrint: Gilkes (2013: 93) calls Butrint the most studied ancient city in Albania.
The site has a long history of occupation and began to rise to prominence in the 6th
century BC as trade with Corfu began a process of economic and social development
(Gilkes 2013: 96). Butrint maintained independence as a self-governing state during the
period of Greek colonization in the area, however, this changed following the rise of
Roman influence. Caesar attempted to make the city a colony in 44 BC, but the plans
failed. Butrint became a colony of Rome officially after the successful Battle of Actium
by Augustus. Butrint could be described as a port town, and its ties to commerce,
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especially with the east, are supported by the archaeological evidence, as imports from as
far away as Palestine have been discovered (Gilkes 2013: 97).

Shkodra: Shkodra is undoubtedly one of the most important archaeological sites
in Albania. Despite being located in the north, it remained a center throughout antiquity,
as it became the capital of the Roman province of Illyricum following the defeat of
Gentius by the Roman army in 168 BC (Gilkes 2013: 269). It is believed that Shkodra
became a colony in the first century CE under the emperor Vespasian (Gilkes 2013: 269).
The archaeological evidence in and around the modern-day city goes back thousands of
years, as early as the Bronze Age. In the Iron Age, the fortress at Shkodra, a classic
hilltop Illyrian fortress, dominated the area (Gilkes 2013: 271). Interestingly, the Roman
colony at Shkodra was located on the floodplain below the fortress (Gilkes 2013: 267).
This movement from high to low elevation is something that will be analyzed in my
research.
Byllis: According to Gilkes (2013: 130), Byllis is one of the greatest
archaeological sites of Albania. It is what one might consider a typical Illyrian city. The
site is located on a hill and has a wide viewshed of its surrounding area, including the
Adriatic (Gilkes 2013: 130). Throughout prehistory Byllis has been a major center, from
its founding in the 6th C BC to its rise as an independent city-state and center of the
Byllione koine, and, finally as a Roman colony in the first century BC (Gilkes 2013:132).
Byllis is described as an urban center, and in the 3rd century BC there is evidence of the
importance of Byllis as multiple strongholds appear in its periphery (Wilkes 2013:133).
This provides some preliminary evidence toward an answer to the main question that I
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am trying to address in my thesis, as already there is evidence supporting the draw that
economic prosperity had on the settlement pattern of Illyrian sites. Gilkes (2013:15)
describes the relationship between the new colonies and later integrated primary centers
as a classic core-periphery relationship. The colonies such as Epidamnus and Apollonia
kept close ties with their mother cities yet integrated and interacted with the native
populations in the hinterland surrounding them. This situation of course varied from
center to center, but the exchange was nonetheless present. The commonality between the
sites described above is that they all acted to facilitate trade. Byllis was the center of a
commonwealth, while Epidamnus and Apollonia were port cities (Gilkes 2013: 39, 132;
Wilkes 1992: 112). The importance of a location like the one at Epidamnus still resonates
today, as modern day Durrës is one of the most important ports in Albania (Wilkes 1992:
112). The influence of sites such as these is what I will attempt to understand better
through my thesis research.
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Primary Centers and Colonies in Albania
Projection: UTM 34T, Sources: ESRI 2018, EEA 2009, Cabanes et al. 2008, Author:
Erina Baci 2018
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GIS and Settlement Pattern Analysis
Galaty (2005: 294) defines settlement pattern analysis as “the study of sites of
past human activity, including but not limited to habitation, and their position vis à vis
one another within a larger, regional framework of activity.” This provided a working
definition of the term in my thesis as it is precisely the relations between sites and their
dispersal across the landscape that I analyzed. Settlement pattern analysis is a useful
approach in archaeology because it allows the researcher to look at multiple sites across
an entire region. It has been established that no site, artifact, or feature can be considered
in isolation, which is why I selected a settlement pattern approach to understand better
how the ancient Illyrian sites were distributed across the landscape over time (Hall et al.
2011: 233).The archaeological record, and in particular, settlement pattern analysis of
that record, is uniquely suited to explore how the colonization of Iron Age Albania
differed between the Greeks and the Romans. Bevan and Conolly (2006: 218) state that
the aim of settlement pattern analysis in archaeology is “to build up from the static spatial
distribution of material culture and anthropogenic modifications visible in the
contemporary landscape to an understanding of the dynamic cultural and environmental
processes of human settlement systems.” this reflects the aim of my research, as my goal
is to use the static record as it exists today to help piece together settlement patterns
across time in order to understand how the landscape in my defined research areas was
used by humankind, specifically during the periods delineated above. GIS and settlement
pattern analysis are well suited for each other because they are both rooted in spatial
analysis.
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Bevan and Conolly (2006:217) state that originally, GIS was used in archaeology
in a limited fashion and mainly as an organizational tool. This approach, however,
neglected to make use of the statistical and analytical applications of GIS. Traditionally,
they state, archaeologists have relied on nearest neighbor or cluster analysis to analyze
settlement patterns, relying on three patterns: random, regular and clustered. Bevan and
Conolly (2006:217-218) critique the methods that archaeologists have used in the past to
analyze settlement patterns, stating that the methods oversimplify the processes that led
to the settlement pattern. Over the past few decades, regional survey has been a popular
method of archaeological research in Europe, including the Balkans and Mediterranean.
Regional survey often involves conducting regional analysis, landscape studies, and
settlement pattern analysis (Galaty 2005: 294). Intensive field survey, first used in Greece
by Cherry and colleagues, was quickly adapted and applied to other parts of the world,
including Albania (Hill et al. 2009: 19; Cherry et al. 1988). One of the most important
technological advancements regarding archaeological survey is the application of GIS,
which allows for the storage and analysis of high quality geographical and archaeological
data (Wilshusen et al. 2016:110). GIS allows for regional, multiscale analysis and for the
consideration of geography and geomorphology of an area (Bevan and Conolly 2004:
132). Using GIS, density plots can be calculated and used to delineate areas of high
artifact density, or “sites” (Cherry et al. 1988: 163). In Eastern Europe, GIS has been
used in archaeology for over a decade and many scholars have specifically used GIS to
analyze settlement patterns. For example, Simon (2015) was able to show that a
seemingly random pattern of Roman sites in ancient Pannonia was patterned along
ancient pathways by using LCP’s. One of the first projects to make use of GIS in Albania
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was the Via Egnatia project, directed by Lorenc Bejko and Maria Grazia Amore (Amore
et al. 2005: 337).
Conolly and Lake (2006:163) state that when analyzing settlement patterns, the
clustering of sites can indicate the emergence of polities or regional centers. I propose
that in some cases, Illyrian hill forts, which may have been centers associated with
various Illyrian tribes, would have been abandoned in favor of the newly established
Greek colonies of Apollonia and Epidamnus, accelerating a process of settlement
nucleation that began in the Bronze Age. For example, there is evidence to suggest that
this was the case in the vicinity of Apollonia, as there is a noticeable increase in the
number of sites near the colony following its establishment, especially those dating to the
Hellenistic period (Korkuti et al. 1998: 261; Galaty 2002: 112; Galaty et al. 2002: 299).
Conversely, following Roman conquest, Apollonia’s hinterland appears to have been
almost fully abandoned (Korkuti 1998: 261-262). While I focus predominantly on what
happens in the hinterlands of the Greek and Roman colonies, I also consider what
happened to settlement patterns in the vicinity of the hill forts once occupied by Illyrians
during the periods of Greek and Roman colonization. Galaty found that the Shala Valley
in far northern Albania was largely abandoned during the Roman period (Galaty et al.
2013: 193). It may be that the Romans denied the Illyrians access to the mountains,
forcing them to use the Roman road network. This road network was fortified during the
Late Roman period, likely to secure trade routes, hence inhibiting the Illyrian pastoral
way of life of moving from coast to inland seasonally (Galaty et al. 2013; 193).
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RESEARCH DESIGN
The central thesis for this research is: How does Greek colonization, followed by Roman
incorporation, affect Illyrian settlement patterns in Albania? Three main hypotheses were
constructed, all of which revolve around the effects of integration and interaction of the Illyrians
with the Greeks and the Romans.

Rationale
A random distribution is often used as the null hypothesis in cluster analysis, as a
random pattern suggests no spatial relationships (Conolly and Lake 2006: 163).
Consequently, the null hypothesis for hypothesis one (outlined below) states that there
will be no spatial autocorrelation between sites. The multiple sub-hypotheses under
hypothesis one state that Illyrian period sites will be regularly (though not randomly)
distributed across the landscape and will be strategically located to take advantage of the
geography. Typically, for Iron Age Illyrian sites, “strategically located” means being
situated at higher elevations, on hilltops, near naturally occurring defensive features
(Prendi 1982: 232-234; Schon and Galaty 2006: 241). The pattern holds for the rest of
Europe as well. For example, it was found that Late Bronze Age fortified sites in
Germany were regularly spaced across the landscape. These sites were often located on
elevated ground and along river valleys (Harding 2011: 383). During the Illyrian period, I
believe that the driving force behind settlement pattern and land use between sites will be
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competition with other tribes and the geography of the surrounding area. Competition
during this period is implied via the material record, which yields tumuli stocked with
weapons, and settlements that are heavily defended (Galaty 2002: 117).
Bevan and Conolly (2006: 218) state that regularly distributed contemporaneous
sites suggest either competition between settlements or the existence of site catchments
and, in some cases, both. It has been suggested that Iron Age hillforts, which are common
during this period, were strategically located to command the space below them (Galaty
2002: 113, 117). This can be further tested with viewshed analysis. Simple distance
measurements can be used to test sub-hypotheses c and d, in order to test whether there is
a correlation between site location and proximity and linear features such as rivers or
roads and other features such as the coast. Research by other scholars has shown that
elevation can be a variable that is selected for during the Iron Age, as well as proximity to
linear features such as roads and rivers (Seifried 2015; Seifried and Parkinson 2014;
Simon 2015). In their paper, Seifried and Parkinson (2014: 242-243) analyze the location
of stone towers found in the Paximadi peninsula. They conclude that the towers were
occupied in times of uncertainty and functioned as a sort of protective measure against
outside threats, such as the intervening Athenians who raided the area in the Classical
period. Their research may then suggest that the selection for elevation is also linked to
security. Based on this research, I tested whether settlement patterns varied from south to
north, perhaps as a function of geography as measured by elevation.
Regarding hypotheses two and three, the main relationship assessed between sites
is the amount of nucleation that occurs around established colonies. As mentioned above,
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the colonies can be seen as “cores” that will act to draw people to them, similar to the
case of towns during the industrial revolution in Europe (Kardulias and Hall 2008: 573;
Marx and Engels 1992 [1848]: 3,8). This is a pattern that is present in other parts of the
world throughout time. For example, Wells (2012: 213-216) notes the presence of hillfort
called oppida in western Europe in the 2nd C BC. The rise of such centers is associated
with what is coined the “commercial revolution” that seat through the content at the time.
The desire to participate in a world system lead to the first “cities” which had the
capability to attract large number of people and foster specialized production to create
objects to engage in trade with. Following Roman conquest, Roman forts likely had the
same effect on the landscape, presenting an opportunity of increased interaction (Wells
1999: 233). What Wells notes in temperate Europe provides a useful analogy for my
research area as the tribal people studied by him, the Gauls and Germans, had similar
ways of life and went through similar interactions with Rome as the Illyrians (Wells
1999: 59, 62, 95). That being the case, I predict that there will be greater change in
Illyrian settlement patterns in areas that are closest to the colonies as compared to more
remote or inaccessible areas. Evidence from the Mallakastra Regional Archaeological
Project (MRAP) supports this idea, as it was found that the number of sites in the vicinity
of Apollonia increased dramatically during the Hellenistic period, which would have
given Apollonia the time to become an established center with the capacity to draw in
large numbers of people (Korkuti et al. 1998: 261; Galaty 2007: 135; Galaty et al. 2002:
299). As a result, I analyzed how proximity to colonial centers influenced the amount of
interaction between Illyrians and colonists as indicated by shifting settlement patterns
(Galaty 2007: 133). In regard to variation in the amount of site nucleation across the
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geographical extent of the research area, scholars who have studied Albanian archaeology
notice a marked difference between northern and southern Albania from prehistory to the
historic period. Specific to the period being analyzed in this thesis, there is evidence of
the Illyrians and Greek and Roman colonists interacting directly in southern Albania, yet
there was resistance in the northern part of the country. This resistance was aided by the
fact that the north was composed of a more rugged environment, acting in favor of the
northern tribes who employed strategic isolationism to control interactions with
foreigners (Hammond 1992: 39; Harding 1992: 19; Hill 1992: 47; Galaty 2007: 135;
Galaty et al. 2013: 2; Prendi 1982: 228).
Additionally, Simon’s (2015: 109) work in Hungary has shown that, at least
during the Roman period, a site hierarchy was present, with Roman colonies acting to
draw in people because of their economic prospects, resulting in the establishment of
sites around the vicinity of the colony (as in Korkuti et al. 1998). The goal of Roman
colonization was conquest; the Romans wanted to integrate their new provinces into the
empire and succeeded to a great extent in southern Albania (Bradley and Wilson 2006:
Xii; Galaty 2007: 135). The Greeks did not venture far out of their colonies and did not
attempt to colonize further north than Dyrrachium in the study area (Wilkes 1992: 113).
This difference in the level of integration likely has a spatial signature. Again, as with
hypothesis two, I believe that the amount of nucleation will vary geographically for the
same reasons listed above.
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Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis one aims to examine and identify the settlement patterns during the
Pre-Contact (Illyrian) period, before increased and steady contact with the Greeks and
Romans. It is subdivided into four sub-hypotheses which look at different aspects of site
location to identify better and differentiate between the settlement patterns across the
three periods. The null hypotheses that I must disprove in order to identify what the
Illyrian settlement pattern might have been like include:

Null Hypothesis 1: The location of Pre-Contact period sites is random, i.e., there is no
clustering.
Null Hypothesis 1a: Pre-Contact period sites, specifically hillforts, do not favor high
elevations and are instead randomly distributed across varying elevations.
Null Hypothesis 1b: Pre-Contact period sites are randomly distributed and do not have a
tendency towards linear distribution around features such as rivers.
Null Hypothesis 1c: Pre-Contact period sites are randomly distributed and are not located
strategically to view their surrounding area.
Null Hypothesis 1d: Pre-Contact period sites are randomly distributed and are not located
strategically to monopolize access to the coast.

Alternatively, the patterns I anticipate are as follows;
Hypothesis 1: Pre-Contact period sites will be regularly distributed and non-nucleated
prior to contact with Greece and may perhaps correspond with known tribal territories.
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Hypothesis 1a: Pre-Contact period sites, specifically hill forts distinguished by the
presence of fortification walls and their location on naturally defensible outcrops, will be
located at high elevations to be defensible.
Hypothesis 1b: Pre-Contact period sites will lean towards linear distribution, along rivers.
Hypothesis 1c: Pre-Contact period sites will be located strategically to maximize their
viewshed of their surrounding area.
Hypothesis 1d:
Pre-Contact period sites will be located strategically to maximize their viewshed of the
coast.

Hypothesis 2
The second hypothesis aims to examine and identify the settlement patterns
during the Greek period, following the establishment of Greek colonies in the research
area. Hypothesis two is further divided into three sub-hypotheses. The null hypotheses
that I must disprove in order to identify what the Greek settlement pattern might have
been like include:

Null Hypothesis 2: The number and location of sites will not change following Greek
colonization and the site settlement pattern of sites will not vary geographically.
Null Hypothesis 2a: Greek colonization will not result in nucleation, nor will there be a
difference in the amount of nucleation between southern and northern Albania.
Null Hypothesis 2b: There will be no change in the elevation of sites following Greek
colonization; site location is random.
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Null Hypothesis 2c: Linear features such as rivers will exert no discernible influence over
the location of sites, nor will colonies, following Greek colonization; site location is
random.

Alternatively, the patterns that I anticipate are as follows;
Hypothesis 2: The number and location of sites in Albania will change following Greek
colonization and the settlement pattern in Albania will vary geographically.
Hypothesis 2a: Following Greek colonization, sites will be located around the periphery
of Greek colonies, specifically in southern and coastal Albania as opposed to the north.
Hypothesis 2b: Following Greek colonization, sites will be located at a lower elevation
than the Pre-Contact sites.
Hypothesis 2c: Following Greek colonization, linear features such as rivers will continue
to affect the patterning of sites, however, this will be less the case as in the previous
period, due to the pull exerted by Greek colonies.

Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis three aims to examine and identify the settlement patterns during the
Roman period, following the incorporation of the study area into the Roman Empire.
Hypothesis two is further divided into three sub-hypotheses. The null hypotheses that I
must disprove in order to identify what the Roman settlement pattern might have been
like include:
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Null Hypothesis 3: The number and location of sites in Albania will not change following
Roman colonization and the settlement pattern of sites will not vary geographically.
Null Hypothesis 3a: Roman incorporation and the site will not result in nucleation, nor
will there be a difference in the amount of nucleation between southern and northern
Albania.
Null Hypothesis 3b: There will be no change in the elevation of sites following Roman
integration; site location is random.
Null Hypothesis 3c: Linear features such as rivers and roads will exert no discernible
influence over the location of sites, nor will colonies, following Roman integration; site
location is random.

Alternatively, the patterns that I anticipate are as follows;
Hypothesis 3: The number and location of sites in Albania will change following Roman
incorporation and the settlement pattern will vary geographically.
Hypothesis 3a: Following Roman incorporation, sites will continue to nucleate around
centers, specifically in southern and coastal Albania, but also in northern Albania.
Hypothesis 3b: Following Roman colonization, sites will be located at a lower elevation
than Pre-Contact.
Hypothesis 3c: Following Roman colonization, linear features such as roads and rivers
will continue to affect the settlement pattern, however, this will be less the case than in
the Pre-Contact period, due to the pull exerted by Roman colonies.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
In order to carry out the settlement pattern analysis, a database containing the
necessary components to use as inputs was first built. Shapefiles and raster datasets from
numerous open-sourced websites such as the United States Geological Survey (USGS),
the European Environment Agency (EEA), ASIG Geoportal, ESRI, the Digital Atlas of
the Roman Empire (DARE) and Pleiades were collected and compiled into a single
database. Examples of the data retrieved from these sources include raster files such as
digital elevation models of Albania and multiple shapefiles such as a Hydroshed, ancient
roads, lakes, seas and geographical boundaries (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1

Data Sources
Data

Source

Albania basemaps

ESRI

DEMs

USGS

Geology

AGIS

Hydroshed of Europe EEA
Lakes

EEA

Roman Roads

DARE

Seas

Marine Regions

Shapefile of Albania

ESRI

Sites

Iliria 1970-2013, Cabanes et al. 2008, DARE, Pleiades
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A total of 319 sites, most of which spanned multiple periods, were used in this
analysis. The sites were imported into ArcGIS in the form of UTM coordinates. The sites
were first compiled into a gazetteer that was created by searching through every Illyria
article available and recording sites that fell during the three time periods delineated
above. Other characteristics such as local name, site type, short description and province
that the sites were in were also written down. The complete gazetteer, with short
descriptions of the sites can be found in Appendix A. Table 4.2, shown below, displays a
breakdown of the sites.

Table 4.2

Archaeology Site Frequency by Site Type.
Type

Total

North

South

All Sites

319

109

210

Colonies (All)

3

1

2

Greek Colonies

2

1

1

Roman Colonies

1

0

1

Iron Age Fortresses

36

13

23

Primary Centers (All)

14

4

10

Secondary Centers (All)

43

8

35

Pre-Contact (Only)

46

13

33

Greek (Only)

42

9

33

Roman (Only)

76

36

40

Pre-Contact Component

113

51

62

Greek Component

194

61

133

Roman Component

194

63

131
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Next, either via articles, Google Maps, or Google Earth, UTM coordinates were
recorded for each site. The data in the gazetteer were then coded for easier use in ArcGIS
upon completion of the gazetteer. The data were coded by period, site type and quality.
Data quality will be discussed again in the limitations section. Site type was designated
based on the description of the site in the literature. Sites were divided into either
settlements or places of burial and then further defined based on their description. For
example, “settlement; city; fortified” or “tumulus.” If the literature did not specify a site
type, then the term “site” was used. The classification system was kept as straightforward
as possible, relying entirely on how the site was described in the articles that were
referenced, as I did not want to impose my interpretation of site type. Hence if an article
mentioned a fortification wall, then it was noted that the site, regardless of type or period,
was fortified.

Methods
The methods used in this thesis consisted of analyzing the data outlined above in
geospatial and statistical software packages, specifically ArcGIS, SPSS and Excel. I used
ArcGIS and the toolsets that come with it to see what type of spatial autocorrelation, if
any, was present in my dataset. My hypotheses are primarily concerned with clustering
(nucleation), distance and visibility, therefore, the main tools I used were Kernel Density,
Nearest Neighbor, Viewshed and Multiple Buffer. Before any analysis could be
conducted, however, the data had to be processed so that they could be used efficiently as
inputs for the multiple tools mentioned above. Most of the shapefiles that were found on
open-source websites had to be projected to UTM34T and clipped to the extent of
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Albania to minimize processing time. A summary of the tools used and their functions is
found below.
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Table 4.3

Tools used in ArcGIS 10.4.1
Tool

Use

Buffer

This tool is used to delineate an area around an input feature to be used for
further analysis.

Calculate Geography

This tool is used to calculate the geometry of polygon features.

Clip

This tool is used to clip larger shapefiles to a specified shape or extent.

Dissolve

This tool is used to aggregate multiple small polygons with the same features into
a few larger polygons based on the aggregating field you select.

Export Data

This tool was used to isolate certain selected sites or features by exporting them
as separate shapefiles.

Extract by mask

This tool is used to extract data by a predefined vector polygon which is used as a
mask.

Import X, Y

This tool was used to import the UTM coordinates from the gazetteer into
ArcGIS

Iterate

This tool was used in model builder to iterate the same process multiple times.

Kernel Density

This geographically weighted regress was used to delineate areas of high and low
clustering in the dataset

Merge

This tool was used to create a single DEM of Albania from multiple smaller
DEMS

Model builder

Model builder was used to construct models to help with processing of large
amounts with data when the same repetitive analysis had to be conducted. The
iterate tool was sued to create multiple viewshed based on each individual site for
hypotheses 1c and 1d.

Multiple Buffer

This tool is used to create nested buffers around a specified feature.

Near

The Near tool was used to calculate distance values from input features, usually
sites, to the nearest specified feature type, for example, other sites, rivers or
roads.

Nearest Neighbor

This tool was used to determine an index value of the dataset based on the
proximity pf features to each other, it was used to determine if sites were
clustered, randomly or regularly distributed in each time period.

Raster to vector

This tool was used to transform raster datasets, such the viewshed, DEM, or
geology files into vectors that could be more easily manipulated.

Reclassify

This tool was used to simplify result of raster analysis and create a small number
of classes to conduct analysis with. For example, this was used on the DEM
dataset to delineate classes of elevation, instead of having a continuous dataset of
elevations was also used on the geology raster.

Ripley’s K

This statistical tool was used to analyze the presence of clustering at different
scales.

Select by Attribute

This tool was used to select sites by attribute. This was used in the early states go
analysis to create shapefiles of different site type. For example, Iron Age Sites,
Fortress, Greek Sites, Roman Sites etc.

Select by Location

This tool was used to enumerate how many sites fell within certain distances. The
buffers created around target features such as rivers were used as the sections
area.

Table to Excel

This tool was used to export numerical values, such as distances from an ArcGIS
table to an excel table which would then be used in excel or SPSS.

Viewshed

This tool was used to create areas of visibility from different site types and sites
spanning different periods

Source: ESRI 2017
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Cluster analysis usually makes use of three patterns: random, regular and
clustered. In archaeology, each pattern has been interpreted as reflecting a type of
settlement pattern (Bevan and Conolly 2006: 217-218; Conolly and Lake 2006: 163). In
statistical cluster analysis, clustering suggests the presence of a relationship between
coefficients being analyzed (Johnson 1972: 334). In this case, the clustering of sites
around colonies over time would reflect a change in the settlement pattern of Illyrian
sites, whose location before contact was primarily dictated by geography and perhaps
competition between tribes (Conolly and Lake 2006: 163; Galaty 2002: 117; Harding
2011: 383). As disused earlier, Bevan and Conolly (2006: 218) analyze the use of cluster
analysis as they claim it oversimplifies the record. However, the reasoning for the use of
cluster analysis in my thesis is threefold. First, I am aware of the limitations of the
approach; however, I believe that for the “big picture” analysis used in this thesis, I do
not risk “oversimplification.” Second, Bevan and Conolly rightly point out that there is
never just one reason for nucleation, as is the case with any phenomenon that is being
observed (Bevan and Conolly 2006: 223). However, the aim of this research is to try and
understand how one of these potential multiple causes, the presence of colonies, affected
the settlement pattern in Albania from 1100 BC – AD 395. While the focus in this
research is colonization and its influence on nucleation, there may be multiple other
processes in effect. And lastly, while cluster analysis may have its limitations, there is not
an obvious, better-suited alternative. To overcome the limitation of any one technique, I
applied three: Average Nearest Neighbor, Kernel Density and Ripley’s K.
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The Kernel Density function in ArcGIS was used to create three different density
surfaces using the sites from the three different periods as individual inputs. The kernel
density tool has rarely been used archeologist settings. Baxter et al. describe the kernel
density estimation as a smoothed histogram and argue that it is an effective exploratory
tool for presenting data (Baxter et al. 1997: 347; Beardah and Baxter 1995: 180). The
Kernel Density tool in ArcGIS is a local point analysis that makes use of an adjustable
bandwidth to calculate density estimates (ESRI 2016a; Keron 2015: 17, 52). Because of
this, Kernel Density accounts for spatial variability within the dataset that would
otherwise be overlooked with a global method, especially if the data structure is spatially
nonstationary, however the length of the search radius can affect the results (Brunsdon et
al. 1996: 281; Keron 2015: 52). As defined by Brunsdon et al. (1996: 281) data is
spatially nonstationary when it is structured or distributed so a global model fails to
account for the variability within the dataset, hence failing to accurately explain the
relationship between two or more variables. While useful for displaying where certain
hotspots are located in the data, the tool does not have a way of quantifying the results
with a statistical measurement (Keron 2015: 84). To overcome this, in addition to the
Kernel Density tool, I also used the Nearest Neighbor tool in ArcGIS to determine the
spatial relationship between sites in the same period. The tool calculates an index based
on the shortest Euclidean distance to the nearest feature, in this case, its closest
neighboring site. Unlike the Kernel Density tool, the Nearest Neighbor tool calculates the
statistical significance of the results (ESRI 2016b).
The Ripley’s K function was also run on the three different site datasets as a third
and final way of testing for the presence of clustering within the data. In ArcGIS, this
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function determines the amount of clustering, or dispersion, present in a set of features, at
different distances (ESRI 2016c). Bevan and Conolly use Ripley’s K in their 2006 article.
Ripley's K, they argue, is useful as it identifies the presence of clustering at multiple
scales. The approach, however, is not without its limitations. Bevan and Conolly warn
that the model assumes environmental homogeneity. Additionally, Bevan and Conolly
warn against the inability of the analysis to account for temporal variation (Bevan and
Conolly 2006: 217, 229). However, I believe I can account for limitations in the way that
I have defined my temporal and geographical units of analysis and am not relying solely
on the results of the Ripley’s K for my interpretation. Sayer and Weinhold (2013: 84) use
Ripley’s K in conjunction with the Kernel Density tool in their analysis of burials in an
Anglo-Saxon cemetery. They argue that the Ripley’s K analysis in is a more sound
alternative then using visual observation to determining the amount of clustering. Sayer
and Weinhold (2013: 84) use the kernel density tool to explore their data and visually
display were hotspots are present, and test the significance of the data with Ripley’s K.
The authors argue that when used together, they offer a “powerful tool” for visualizing
and understating spatial clustering I archaeological contexts (Sayer and Weinhold 2013:
84).

In order to extract distance or proximity values, I used the Near and Multiple
Buffer tools. The Multiple Buffer tool was used to form a series of incrementally
increasing areas around features of interest, for example, rivers or roads. The calculate
geography tool was used to calculate the area for each increment of the buffer, so that
area could be taken into consideration when calculating expected values for my chi42

square analysis. The select by location tool was the used to select all sites that fell within
these areas, and the data were recorded in Excel charts noting the number of sites that fell
within set distances. The distance categories were mutually exclusive and exhaustive.
The statistical significance of these results was tested using the chi-square statistic
(Pearson 1900). Chi-square was selected to test the significance of the distance and
elevation measurements for two reasons. First and foremost, it is a non-parametric test.
This is crucial because nonparametric tests do not make assumptions about the
distribution of the data and hence are well suited for data that are abnormally distributed
(Haan 2009: 78). Secondly, the chi-square test allows for the comparison of one or more?
variable to determine the level of association, which is appropriate for comparing
distance to certain features, such as a river, across the three time periods (Haan 2009: 78).
Last, the chi-square statistic was the most appropriate choice due to the nature of the data
extrapolated for my analysis: counts of sites that fall within nominal categories.
In sub-hypotheses 1c and 1d, I used the Kruskal-Wallis test for statistical
significance because the data for the hypotheses was not normally distributed but
involved comparing three variables (Kruskal and Wallis 1952). The DEMs were used as
inputs in the viewshed tool to create viewsheds around input site features of the three
periods based on the location and distribution of sites in each period. In ArcGIS, the
Viewshed tool creates a surface that is visible for the “viewer” input features from an
input raster, in this case, the DEMs of Albania (ESRI 2016d). The viewshed analysis will
be used to test Sub-Hypotheses 1c, 2d and 3d to see if there was in fact selection for
locations that had a large viewshed in the Pre-Contact Period as opposed to the following
periods. The literature suggests that Iron Age sites, specifically hillforts and tumuli, are
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located in locations that command the area around them, and thus have a high viewshed
of their surroundings (Galaty 2002: 111, 112, 115, 116, 117). Chi-square tests were used
to determine the statistical significance of the results of the viewshed analysis by
comparing the number of sites that fall within visible and invisible areas in the terrain
across the three periods.
There are certain pitfalls of viewshed analysis, for example your viewshed is only
as good as your input DEM, and as Bartie et al. (2011) and Ruiz (1997) outline. One of
which is the presence of trees which can impair the resulting viewshed (Bartie et al. 2011;
Ruiz 1997). If for example a thick canopy of trees exists, then the elevation for that area
will be calculated as higher than it really is (Bartie et al. 2011: 852). I do not think this is
major issue in my analysis because of the resolution of my DEM data which is on the
coarser side, so a difference of a few meters by tree canopy will not register. There is
another theoretical limitation to consider, since forest could have affected what was
actually visible. However, I do not think that this is a major issue in my analysis, as
mentioned above, the landscape of Albania, past and present is an anthropomorphic one.
It has been drastically altered by human activity since prehistory, meaning that land has
been cleared rapidly. One of the first things humans do when the settle into an area is
clear the land for agriculture. There is ample evidence from pollen core analysis in the
Korce basin to support this (Aufgebauer et al. 2012: 113; Mazzini et al. 2016:95; Kabos
et al. 1990: 357-361).
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RESULTS
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 states that the Illyrian settlement pattern is regularly distributed. To
test this, I ran the Average Nearest Neighbor tool in ArcGIS, created a Kernel Density
surface and ran a Ripley’s K analysis using the Pre-Contact (Illyrian period) sites as the
input. The parameters of the Average Nearest Neighbor analysis were left to default for
this analysis and all following Nearest Neighbor analyses in hypotheses 2 and 3. The
Nearest Neighbor tool showed that the sites in this period are in fact clustered (NN =
0.665269, Z = -6.807153, df =112, p < 0.0001). Because the Nearest Neighbor analysis
shows that the Pre-Contact sites are clustered and not regularly dispersed across the
landscape, with a high degree of confidence, I fail to definitively support hypothesis 1.
However, it is important to note that the dataset is also not random, rejecting the null
hypothesis, which states there is no spatial correlation present in the dataset at all. The
Kernel Density results also demonstrate a clustered pattern, with five distinct hotspots
visible in the research area, three of which are in the north. The Kernel Density surface
for the Pre-Contact sites is shown below. The parameters for the Kernel Density tool
were left on default for this analysis, the tool automatically changes the output to square
kilometers, based on the scale and type of data. The tool also calculates the most suitable
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cell size (ESRI 2016a). The default parameters were used for all of the following Kernel
Density analyses in hypotheses 2 and 3.

Kernel Density Map – Pre-Contact (Illyrian) Period Sites
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Last, a Ripley’s K Function was run on the same dataset to determine the spatial
patterning of the data at multiple scales, if it is indeed clustered, dispersed or random
(ESRI 2016c). I ran two versions of the statistic on the dataset, one with all the default
parameters in place, and one with altered parameters. For the second run, the minimum
search radius was set at 500 m, and the search interval value was also set at 500. This was
done so that the intervals matched those used in the other distance measurements. The
value 500 was an arbitrary choice, however, it was used consistently in all distance
measurements. The results, shown below, are inconclusive. The default Ripley’s K shows
a pattern that is clustered at small scales, but increasingly dispersed at larger scales.
However, the second test with the altered parameters shows a strongly clustered pattern.
With regard to the presence of a dispersed settlement pattern, hypothesis 1 is
inconclusive. Based on the Average Nearest Neighbor and Kernel Density tests, the
Illyrian settlement pattern is clustered, however, the Ripley’s K results suggest this
observation may be a result of analytical scale (Bevan and Conolly 2006).
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Ripley’s K – Pre-Contact Sites (Default)

Ripley’s K – Pre-Contact Sites (Altered Parameters)
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The second part of this hypothesis discusses the possibility of sites were
distributed along known tribal boundaries in the research area during the Pre-Contact
period. While these boundaries were not fixed, evidence from written records provides a
general idea of where certain Illyrian tribes were located across the landscape (Figure
5.4). However, there are two caveats to consider. First, the Illyrians are known for
moving around the landscape, making it difficult to match certain areas with certain tribes
(Galaty 2002: 113). Second, our sources come from the Greek and Roman periods,
therefore, our knowledge of the distribution of these tribes is contemporaneous at the
time of the sources. It must also be noted that the sources we do have are written by other
people, not the Illyrians themselves. Wells (2012: 15) notes that while ancient texts are a
wealth of information regarding the past, they have often been interpreted without
critique, and this can be problematic when extrapolating this information to the nonliterate society described by Greek and Roman authors. Additionally, while it is likely
that these tribes have a history of occupation in the area, as the written record and
materials suggest, we do not know with certainty when they came to be, and how they
viewed themselves and each other (Dzino 2012: 42). This is something that Dzino (2012)
explores, stating that while the ancient authors referred to a group of people known as
“proper Illyrians” north of Greece, we cannot be sure how this group of people viewed
their identity, how they viewed each other, and their boundaries.
With this in mind, there is an interesting pattern observed regarding the
distribution of the high-density hotspots in the Iron Age and the known tribal
distributions in the study area (Figure 5.4). For example, the top right hotspot encircles
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the area where the Laebeates are known to have lived while the bottom left hotspot
encircles Byllione territory.

The “Kingdom” of the Illyrians - Modified
Wilkes, John. The Kingdom of the Illyrians. [Map]. Scale not given. Cambridge:
Blackwell, 1992. In Wilkes, John. The Illyrians. Cambridge: Blackwell, 1992, xxii.
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Hypothesis 1a
Hypothesis 1a states that Pre-Contact period sites, specifically hillforts, are
located at higher elevations. To test this, I converted the DEM of Albania into a vector
file and separated the original file into five mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories
of elevation; 0-250 meters above sea level (m ASL), 250.01-500 m ASL, 500.01-750 m
ASL, 760.01-1000 m ASL and >1000 m ASL. I then then selected sites that fell within
each range and did this for each of the three periods. The data extrapolated from this
analysis were used to create bar graphs to compare the number of sites found at each
elevation for each period.
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>1000

At a glance, there are two areas in graph that show potential for providing
evidence to accept hypothesis 1a. First, the Pre-Contact period has the lowest proportion
of sites that fall within the lowest elevation category (0-250m ASL). Second, the PreContact period has the highest proportion of sites that fall in the highest elevation
category (>1000mASL). This difference in proportion of Pre-Contact sites, specifically in
the lowest and highest elevation categories, suggests that there is in fact a tendency for
Pre-Contact sites to be located at locations at higher elevations. However, this difference
must be proven to be statistically significant. Due to the nature of the data extrapolated
from the DEM, i.e. counts of sites that fall within nominal categories, I constructed a chisquare to test if the three periods are the same regarding the distribution of sites at
different elevations (Table 5.2). Because the phenomena I am analyzing are sensitive to
area, the expected values were calculated to scale for the area of each category. This was
done for all tests that look at counts of sites in certain “bins.”

Table 5.2

Chi-square: Elevation of Pre-Contact Sites

Elevation

Iron (O)

0-250
250.01500
500.01750
750.011000

38

>1000

11

Total

113

36
11
17

Area (sq.
km)
7453

% of Area
0.262198769

E
29.62846086

O-E
8.371539138

X2
2.365383334

4666

0.164151275

18.54909411

16.41773527

4003

0.140826737

15.91342128

17.45090589
4.913421284

4098

0.144168865

16.29108179

0.030849088

8205
28425

0.288654354
1

32.61794195
113

0.708918206
21.61794195

1.517065896

14.32755675

X2 = 34.65, df = 4, p = 0.000000545919, Critical Value (CV) = 9.488, Cramér’s V = 0.39
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The results of the test were significant (Χ2 = 34.65 df = 4, p < 0.05, Cramér’s V >
0.2), therefore, the null hypothesis for the test can be rejected. This suggests that there is
in fact a statistically significant relationship between the location of sites and elevation in
the Pre-Contact Period. To test the significance of the chi-square test results, and to
ensure that the value is not a product of a large sample size, a Cramér’s V was calculated.
Cramer’s V is essentially a measure of association and can be used to validate the results
of a contingency table (Cramer 1946: 282-283). For the results to be statistically
significant, a value of > 0.2 is desirable. The second part of hypothesis 1a states that
hillforts specifically will be located at higher elevations. To test if this difference is
statistically significant a third chi-square was constructed using only “hillforts” in the
Pre-Contact Period.

Table 5.3

Chi-square: Hillfort Site Types in Pre-Contact Period

Elevation

Hillforts

0-250
250.01500
500.01750
750.011000

10

>1000

7

Total

36

9
2
8

Area (sq.
km)
7453

% Area
0.262198769

E
9.439155673

O-E
0.560844327

X2
0.033323569

4666

0.164151275

5.90944591

1.616314749

4003

0.140826737

5.069762533

3.09055409
3.069762533

4098

0.144168865

5.190079156

1.521297636

8205
28425

0.288654354
1

10.39155673
36

2.809920844
3.391556728

1.858754123

1.106923375

X2 = 6.13, df = 4, p = 0.189175552, CV = 9.488, Cramér’s V = 0.29

The results of the test were not significant (X2 = 6.13, df = 4, p > 0.05). Therefore,
I failed to reject the null hypothesis, failing to prove that there is a statistically significant
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difference between site type and elevation in the Iron Period. Based on the results of the
chi-square tests shown above, hypothesis 1a is inconclusive.

Hypothesis 1b
Hypothesis 1b states sites that Pre-Contact sites lean towards linear distributions
around rivers. To test this, I used the multiple buffer tool to create nested, equidistant
buffers at 500 m intervals from 500 m – 2500 m. A large number was used to create the
last buffer to “bin” all sites that fell further than 2500 m in the study area. The data
extrapolated from this analysis were used to create bar graphs to compare the number of
sites found at each distance for each period. There is a noticeable spike in Pre-Contact
sites located within 500 m of a river as compared to Greek or Roman period sites.
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2500

>2500

A Chi-square was constructed to look at the relationship between distance and
number of sites only in the Iron Age (Table 5.4).

Table 5.4

Chi-square: Iron Age Sites and Proximity to Rivers

Distance
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
>2500
Total

Iron Age
(n)
31
19
14
13
14
22
113

Area of
Bin
4604
4402
4080
3663
3205
8372
28326

% of area
0.1625362
0.1554049
0.1440373
0.1293158
0.1131469
0.2955589
1

E
18.366589
17.560757
16.276213
14.612688
12.785603
33.39815
113

O-E
12.633411
1.4392431
-2.276213
-1.612688
1.2143967
-11.39815

Χ2
8.6898593
0.1179574
0.3183261
0.1779797
0.1153453
3.8899707

Χ2 = 13.30, df = 5, p = 0.0206453, CV = 11.070, Cramér’s V = 0.24

The results of the test were significant (Χ2 = 13.30, df =5, p < 0.05). Therefore, I
rejected the null hypothesis and concluded that there is a statistically significant
difference between the location of sites and distance to linear features such as rivers.
Hypothesis 1b is accepted, as there does seem to be a spatial pattern present in the
location of sites and proximity to rivers in the Pre-Contact Period.

Hypothesis 1c
Hypothesis 1c states that Pre-Contact period sites are strategically located to view
their surrounding area and each other. To test if there is in fact a statistically significant
relationship between the location of sites and visibility of the coast, a model was created
to create singular viewsheds for each site per period. The data extrapolated from this
analysis were used to create bar graphs to compare the total area visible for each period
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and then imported into SPPS to be analyzed statistically. There is a noticeable spike the
area visible by Greek Period sites, which goes against the alternate hypothesis.

Total area visible by period.

The model made use of an iterator, a tool in ArcGIS that repeats the same task for
each entry in a table, in this case, for each site per period. The model chronologically
selected a site and created a 48 km buffer around the site. The buffer was used as a mask
to extract that area from a DEM of Albania. This was done for two reasons, first to
minimize the amount of processing that had to be done per iteration. And second, to
standardize the results, so that the viewsheds of each site could be compared with each
other. The distance of 48 km was selected because this is the maximum distance that the
human eye can see. A viewshed was created for the now standardized area around each
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site. The resulting output was vectorized and the resulting polygons were simplified with
the Dissolve tool to create only two categories, visible (1) and invisible (0).
The individual vectorized viewsheds were merged into a singular viewshed,
grouped by period. Since the goal of this analysis sis two see if there is a difference in
visibility, the select by attribute tool was used to select only visible portions of the
viewshed. The calculate geometry tool was used to calculate the geometry for each
visible polygon per site. This provided me with three shapefiles of viewshed, one for each
period. The table to excel tool was used to extra the area data, which was then imported
into SPSS. Box plots were created comparing the area by period. SPSS was used to
determine the structure of the data, which was not normally distributed, hence a nonparametric test was needed to determine if the area visible each period differed by a
statistically significant amount. Because there were three different periods being
compared, a Kruskal Wallis test was used. The null hypotheses for this test is that the
variables being compared do no vary from each other.
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Viewshed area (sq km) around each site.

Kruskal Wallis Test Results: Hypothesis 1C

The results were not significant as p > 0.05. There for I fail to disprove the null
hypothesis of the test, that the area across the categories is the same, and conclude that
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the visible viewshed around each site does not change over time. To see if certain types
of sites varied statistically in this nature, a fourth group was added for comparison, sites
referred to in the literature as hillforts.

Viewshed area (sq. km) around each site – With Hillforts.
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Kruskal Wallis Test Results: Hypothesis 1C – With Hillforts.

Again, the results were not significant as p > 0.5. Therefore, I fail to reject the null
hypothesis for the test.
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Hypothesis 1d
Hypothesis 1d states that Pre-Contact period sites are strategically located to
monopolize access to the coast. A simple observation of these sites, specifically typical
fortresses, makes make the hypotheses seem doubtful, as most of these elevated fortresses
are located in the eastern part of the country (Figure 5.12).

Fortified Sites in Pre-Contact Period.
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Viewshed of Sites: Iron Age, Greek Colonization, Roman Integration.

To test if there is in fact a statistically significant relationship between the
location of sites and visibility of the coast, the clip tool was used to isolate portions of the
viewshed that fell over the sea from the previous analysis mentioned above. The table to
excel tool was used to extract the area data, which was then imported into SPSS. Box
plots were created comparing the area of the sea visible by period. SPSS was used to
determine the structure of the data, which was not normally distributed, hence a nonparametric test was needed to determine if the area visible each period differed by a
statistically significant amount. Because there were three different periods being
compared, a Kruskal Wallis test was used. The null hypotheses for this test is that the
variables being compared do no vary from each other.
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Viewshed of sea and coast (sq. km) around each site.

Kruskal Wallis Test Results: Hypothesis 1D

The results of the test were not statistically significant as p > 0.05. To see if sites
classified as hillforts are strategically located to view the coast, the same analysis
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outlined above was conducted a second time, this time including a fourth variable, hillfort
sites.

Viewshed of sea and coast (sq. km) around each site.

Kruskal Wallis Test Results: Hypothesis 1D – With Hillforts
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Again, the results were not statistically significant, as p >0.05. However, in this
case the p value is much smaller than before, and a lot closer to 0.05. This does not
change the results but does indicate that there is some correlation at play here. It could be
that my data set is simply not fine enough to capture it. To further analyze the
relationship between visibility and the coast, a second set of analysis was a conducted. A
third viewshed was created using random points distributed along across the Adriatic Sea.
The resulting viewshed was vectorized and simplified to create one single “visible”
polygon. The select by location tool was used to select sites that fell within this area, and
the data was sued to create chi-squares.
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Viewshed of Sites: Iron Age, Greek Colonization, Roman Integration.

Table 5.5

Chi-square: Visibility from Coast During the Pre-Contact Period

Visible
Yes
No
Total

PreContact
12
101
113

Area
3209
25138
28347

% of Area
0.1132042
0.8867958
1

E
12.792077
100.20792
113

O-E
-0.792077
0.7920768

X2
0.0490449
0.0062608

Χ2 = 0.05, df = 1, p = 0.8140755, CV= 3.841, Cramér’s V = 0.015.

The results were not significant (Χ2 = 0.05, df = 1, p > 0.05). Therefore, I failed to
reject the null hypothesis and concluded that there is no statistically significant difference
between the location of sites during the Pre-Contact period and visibility from the coast.
To determine if being “visible” from the coast was a characteristic that was selected for
throughout time, the same data were extracted for the Greek Period and Roman Period
and used to create chi-squares.

Table 5.6

Chi-square: Visibility from Coast During the Greek Period

Visible
Yes
No
Total

Greek
38
156
194

Area
3209
25138
28347

% of Area
0.1132042
0.8867958
1

E
21.961619
172.03838
194

O-E
16.038381
-16.03838

X2
11.712692
1.4951878

Χ2 = 13.20, df = 1, p = 0.0002788, CV= 3.841, Cramér’s V = 0.18

Table 5.7

Chi-square: Visibility from Coast During the Roman Period

Visible
Yes
No
Total

Roman
33
161
194

Area
3209
25138
28347

% of Area
0.1132042
0.8867958
1

E
21.961619
172.03838
194

O-E
11.038381
-11.03838

Χ2 = 6.25, df = 1, p = 0.0123747, CV= 3.841, Cramér’s V = 0.12.
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X2
5.5481278
0.7082482

The results of the additional chi-squares suggest that being visible from the coast
was not selected for in the Greek or Roman period. While both tests returned significant
results, with Χ2 values greater the CV and p values < 0.05, the Cramér’s V suggest that
the results are likely due to sample size, since V < 0.2. The Cramér’s V value is a lot
closer to the cut off 0.2 in the Greek period suggesting that there may be a relationship
present, however a better dataset would be necessary to determine this. Because of this, I
fail to reject my null hypotheses, and conclude that there is no statically significant
difference in the visibility of the coast across my time periods.

Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 states that there is a change in the number and location of sites from
the Iron Age to the Greek period. At a glance, Figures 5.18 and 5.19 support this, as one
can see that there is in fact a difference in the location of sites between the two maps.
However, it remains to be determined whether the spatial distribution changes
geographically from the Pre-Contact period to the Greek period. Specifically, was there is
a change in the number of sites found in northern and southern Albania from the PreContact period to the Greek period? To test this hypothesis, two Chi-square tests were
constructed analyzing the number of sites in northern and southern Albania in the PreContact and Greek period.
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Table 5.8

Chi-square: Distribution of Sites in the Pre-Contact Period
Iron
N
S
Total

O
51
62
113

Area
14969
13652
28621

% of Area
0.5230076
0.4769924
1

E
59.099857
53.900143
113

O-E
-8.099857
8.0998567

X2
1.1101157
1.2172079

X2 = 2.32, df = 1, p = 0.1271212712, CV=3.841, Cramér’s V = 0.10

Table 5.9

Chi-square: Distribution of Sites in the Greek Period
Greek
N
S
Total

O
63
131
194

Area
14969
13652
28621

% of Area
0.5230076
0.4769924
1

E
101.46347
92.536529
194

O-E
-38.46347
38.463471

X2
14.580997
15.987617

X2 = 30.56, df = 1, p = 3.22E-08, CV=3.841, Cramér’s V = 0.28

The results of the two tests provide evidence to accept hypothesis 2. The results of
the Table 5.14 were not significant (X2= 2.32, df = 1, p > 0.05). This means that there is
no statistical difference between the distribution of sites geographically, north, and south
in the Pre-Contact period. However, the results of Table 5.15 were significant, (X2=
30.56, df = 1, p < 0.05). This means that the null hypothesis of the test, which states that
northern and southern Albania are the same regarding the location and distribution of
sites, can be rejected. Since there is a clear difference between the two periods ,
hypothesis 2 is accepted.
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Map of Pre-Contact Sites
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Map of Greek Period Sites
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Hypothesis 2a
Hypothesis 2a states that the settlement pattern in Albania following Greek
colonization will be clustered, specifically around colonies and in southern, coastal
Albania. To test this hypothesis, two forms of analysis had to be done, a cluster analysis
and a distance analysis. First, to test for the presence of clustering, I ran the Nearest
Neighbor tool in ArcGIS, created a Kernel Density surface, and ran a Ripley’s K analysis
using the Greek period sites as the input. The Nearest Neighbor tool showed that the sites
in this period are in fact clustered (NN = 0.693851, Z = -8.1575751, df = 193, p < 0.0001)
and not randomly dispersed across the landscape, providing evidence to support
hypothesis 2a. To see where this clustering was present, a Kernel Density analysis was
run on the Greek period site dataset. The results show that there are in fact hotspots in the
areas where colonies existed (Figure 5.13). The location of the hotspots changes from the
Iron Age (Figure 5.1) to the Greek period, and the hot spots are located predominately on
the southern coast in the Greek period.
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Kernel Density – Greek Period Sites
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Last, a Ripley’s K Function was run on the same dataset to determine the spatial
patterning of the data at multiple scales, i.e., whether they are indeed clustered, dispersed,
or random (ESRI 2016c). The results, shown below (for both default and altered
parameters), show that the Greek period sites are indeed clustered at multiple scales,
strengthening support for hypothesis 2a and lowering the chance that the results of the
previous two tests are a result of scale.

Ripley’s K - Greek Period Sites (Default)
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Ripley’s K – Greek Period Sites

It was established in hypothesis 2 that there is in fact a difference in the location
of sites geographically (north verses south) from the Iron Age to the Greek period, but it
remains to be proven that proximity to the coast is a factor in site location. Again, to
assess this, a Chi-square test was constructed, comparing the number of sites that fall
within a certain distance of the coast in each period. For the sake of simplicity, two
measurements were taken for each period, the number of sites that fell within 10,000 m
of the coast, and the number of sites that fell over 10, 000 m of the coast. This value was
not selected purely randomly. Wilkes (1992:112) states that Apollonia is located 10
stades from the river and 50 stades from the sea. This equates to about 1800 m and 9000
m. Using these values as benchmarks for proximity, 10, 000 m seems like a liberal but
relevant measure of proximity to the coast.
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Table 5.10

Chi-square: Sites in Pre-Contact Period and Proximity to Coast

Observed
0-10000
>10000
Total

Iron
22
91
113

Area
3588
24759
28347

% of Area
0.1265742
0.8734258
1

E
14.302889
98.697111
113

O-E
7.6971108
-7.697111

X2
4.1422061
0.6002761

X2 = 4.74, df = 1, p = 0.029427, CV = 3.841, Cramér’s V = 0.14

Table 5.11

Chi-square: Sites in Greek Period and Proximity to Coast

Observed
0-10000
>10000
Total

Greek
69
125
194

Area
3588
24759
28347

% of Area
0.1265742
0.8734258
1

E
24.555403
169.4446
194

O-E
44.444597
-44.4446

X2
80.443488
11.657629

X2 = 92.10, df = 1, p = 8.24E-22, CV = 3.841, Cramér’s = 0.48

The results of the Chi-Square’s were significant for the Pre-Contact period (X2=
4.74, df = 1, p < 0.05) and the Greek period (X2 = 92.10, df = 1, p < 0.05). However, only
the Greek Period had a Cramér’s V value greater 0.2, reinforcing that the results are
statistically significant for this period, but not the Pre-Contact period. By looking at the
expected and observed values in each of the periods, the number of sites that fall within
10, 000 m in the Greek period greatly exceed expectations. Taking into consideration the
results of the Nearest Neighbor, Kernel Density, Ripley’s K and the chi-square tests,
there is evidence to state that settlement pattern in the Greek period is indeed clustered,
specifically in the south of Albania and near the coast, hence hypothesis 2a is accepted.
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Hypothesis 2b
Hypothesis 2b states that Greek period sites are located at lower elevations when
compared to the site distribution in the Pre-Contact period. Hypothesis 1b, discussed
above, was accepted, hence there is reason to believe that there is variation regarding the
elevation of sites between the three periods. As mentioned above, with reference to the
bar graph created from the elevation data (Figure 5.4), there is seen a visible difference
between the distribution of sites by period and elevation. Regarding this hypothesis,
Greek period sites do have a higher proportion of occurrences at lower elevation and
occur significantly less often than the Pre-Contact sites at higher elevations. To determine
whether this difference is statically significant, a chi-square test analyzing the distribution
of sites and elevation during the Greek period was constructed.

Table 5.12
Elevation
0-250
250.01500
500.01750
750.011000

Chi-square: Elevation of Greek Periods Sites.
Greek
(n)
85
55
26
19

>1000

9

Total

194

Area
7453

% Area
0.262198769

E
50.86656113

O-E
34.13343887

X2
22.9048637

4666

0.164151275

31.84534741

16.83567555

4003

0.140826737

27.32038698

4098

0.144168865

27.96875989

8205
28425

0.288654354
1

55.99894459
194

23.15465259
1.320386983
8.968759894
46.99894459

0.063813949
2.876017898
39.44540042

X2 = 82.12, df = 4, p = 6.17326E-17, CV= 9.488, Cramér’s = 0.46

The results of the test were significant (X2 = 82.12, df =4, p < 0.05). Looking at
the expected and observed values for the highest and lowest elevation intervals, there is a
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considerable difference, much more so then in the Pre-Contact period, suggesting that
there is selection for locations at lower elevations. Therefore, hypothesis 2b is accepted,
as there is evidence to suggest at the very least that the number of sites that are found at
the different intervals do differ by period, and there does seem to be a selection for
locations at lower elevations.

Hypothesis 2c
Hypothesis 2c states that clustering along linear features will be less prevalent
during the Greek period because site location will be more influenced by the presence of
colonies that would have acted to draw sites to their periphery. To test this hypothesis,
the same methodology employed in hypothesis 1b was used again. The nested equidistant
buffers from rivers were used in conjunction with the Select by Location tool to isolate
sites that fall at different intervals from the features. There is in fact a correlation between
the location of sites, specifically Pre-Contact sites, and proximity to linear features such
as rivers. A chi-square looking at the same variable in the Greek period was constructed.

Table 5.13

Chi-square: Distance to Rivers in Greek Period

Distance
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
>2500
Total

Greek (n)
31
44
27
24
16
52
194

Area of
Bin
4604
4402
4080
3663
3205
8372
28326

% of area
0.1625362
0.1554049
0.1440373
0.1293158
0.1131469
0.2955589
1

E
31.53202
30.148556
27.943232
25.08727
21.950505
57.338417
194

O-E
-0.53202
13.851444
-0.943232
-1.08727
-5.950505
-5.338417

X2 = 8.56, df = 5, p = 0.1278636, CV= 11.07, Cramér’s V =0.14
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X2
0.0089764
6.3639034
0.0318391
0.0471217
1.6131068
0.4970262

The results were not significant (X2 = 8.56, df = 5, p > 0.05). This means that I
cannot reject the null and conclude that there is no spatial relationship between location
of sites and proximity to linear features in the Greek period. In this case however, I
wanted the null hypothesis to hold as I wanted to argue that linear features are not very
influential, therefore, hypothesis 2c is accepted.

Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 states that there is a change in the number and location of sites from
the Pre-Contact to the Roman period, and that northern and southern Albania will differ
in the number of sites. At a glance, Figures 5.18 and 5.23 support this assertion, as there
is a visible difference in the location of sites between the two periods, and there does
seem to be more sites located in southern Albania in the Roman period. However, it
remains to be determined whether this difference is statistically significant. To test this
hypothesis, a chi-square test was done comparing the number of sites in in northern and
southern Albania during the Roman period.

Table 5.14

Chi-square: Distribution of Sites Geographically in Roman Period

Roman
N
S
Total

O
64
130
194

Area
14969
13652
28621

% of Area
0.5230076
0.4769924
1

E
101.46347
92.536529
194

O-E
-37.46347
37.463471

X2 = 28.99, df = 1, p = 7.24E-08, CV = 3.841, Cramér’s V = 0.27
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X2
13.832679
15.167109

The results were significant (X2 = 28.99, df = 1, p < 0.05). Therefore, the null
hypothesis for the test, which would suggest that there is no relationship between location
and distribution of sites in northern and southern Albania, can be rejected. Additionally,
recalling the results from Hypotheses 2, which showed that northern and southern
Albania do not vary statistically in the number of sites in the Pre-Contact period, there is
evince to state that the two periods do differ in this regard. Hence hypothesis 3 is
accepted.
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Roman Period Sites
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Hypothesis 3a
Hypotheses 3a states that the sites occupied during the Roman period will be the
most clustered, specifically in areas where colonies and primary centers exist. To test this
hypothesis, two forms of analysis had to be done, a cluster analysis and a distance
analysis. First, to test for the presence of clustering, I ran the Nearest Neighbor tool in
ArcGIS, created a Kernel Density surface, and ran a Ripley’s K analysis using the Roman
period sites as the input. The Nearest Neighbor tool showed that the sites in this period
are in fact clustered (NN = .0648001, Z = -9.403513, df = 193, p < 0.0001) and not
randomly dispersed across the landscape, providing evidence to support hypothesis 3a.
To see where this clustering was present, a Kernel Density analysis was run on the
Roman period site dataset. The results show that there are in fact hotspots in the areas
where colonies existed (Figure 5.24). The location of the hotspots changes from the Iron
Age (Figure 5.1) to the Roman period, and the hot spots are located predominately in the
south.
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Kernel Density – Roman Period Sites
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Last, a Ripley’s K Function was run on the same dataset to determine the spatial
patterning of the data at multiple scales, i.e., whether they are indeed clustered, dispersed,
or random (ESRI 2016c). The results demonstrate that the Roman period sites are indeed
clustered at multiple scales, strengthening support for hypothesis 3a and lowering the
chance that the results of the previous two tests are a result of scale.

Ripley’s K – Roman Period Sites (Default)
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Ripley’s K – Roman Period Sites

It was established in hypothesis 2 that there is in fact a difference in the location
of sites geographically (north verses south) from the Iron Age to the Roman period, but it
remains to be proven that proximity to the coast is a factor in site location. Again, to test
this, a chi-square Test was conducted, comparing the number of sites that fall within 10
000 m from the coast in the Roman period.
Table 5.15

Chi-square: Proximity to Coast in Roman Period

Observed
0-10000
>10000
Total

Roman
69
125
194

Area
3588
24759
28347

% of Area
0.1265742
0.8734258
1

E
24.555403
169.4446
194

O-E
44.444597
-44.4446

X2 = 92.10, df = 1, p = 8.24E-22, CV = 3.841, Cramér’s V = 0.48
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X2
80.443488
11.657629

The results of the test were significant (X2 = 92.10, df = 1, p < 0.05). The null
hypotheses for the test can be rejected, therefore suggesting that there is in fact a
relationship between site location and proximity to the coast in the Roman period. Taking
into consideration the results of the Nearest Neighbor, Kernel Density, Ripley’s K and
the chi-square tests, there is evidence to state that the settlement pattern in the Roman
period is indeed clustered, specifically in the south of Albania and near the coast, hence
hypothesis 3a is accepted.

Hypothesis 3b
Hypothesis 3b states that Roman period sites are located at lower elevations when
compared to the site distribution in the Pre-Contact period. Iron Age. Hypothesis 1b,
discussed above, was accepted, hence there is evidence to believe that there is variation
regarding the elevation of sites in this period. Additionally, hypothesis 2b, regarding the
relationship between the Greek period and lower site elevations, was accepted. With
reference to this hypothesis, Roman period sites have the highest percentage at lower
elevations and the lowest percentage at the highest elevation. To test whether this
difference is statically significant, a chi-square test comparing the location of sites at
different elevations in the Roman period was constructed.
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Table 5.16

Chi-square: Elevation of Sites in Roman Period

Elevation
0-250
250.01-500
500.01-750
750.011000

Roman
(n)
96
44
33
16

>1000

5

Total

194

Area
7453
4666
4003

% Area
0.262198769
0.164151275
0.140826737

E
50.86656113
31.84534741
27.32038698

4098

0.144168865

27.96875989

8205
28425

0.288654354
1

55.99894459
194

O-E
45.13343887
12.15465259
5.679613017
11.96875989
50.99894459

X2
40.04649144
4.63915742
1.180730128
5.121829282
46.44538158

X2 = 97.43, df = 4, p = 3.45993E-20, CV = 9.488, Cramér’s V = 0.50

The results were significant (X2 = 97.43, df = 4, p < 0.05). Looking at the
observed and expected values for the lowest and highest elevation category, there is a
noticeable disparity between the values. There are a great deal more sites in the lowest
category then what would be expected, while the opposite is true for the highest category.
Having established that there is a statistically significant relationship between site
location by period and elevation, it can be concluded that the visual differences apparent
in (Figure 5.4) support Hypothesis 3b, that there is a selection for locations at lower
elevations in the Roman period, hence, hypothesis 3b is accepted.

Hypothesis 3c
Hypothesis 3c states that clustering along linear features will be less prevalent
during the Roman period because site location will be more influenced by the presence of
colonies, which will act to draw sites to their periphery. To test this hypothesis, the same
methodology employed in hypothesis 1b was used. The nested equidistant buffers from
rivers were used in conjunction with the Select by Location tool to isolate sites that fall at
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different intervals from the features. Hypothesis 1b concludes that there is in fact a
correlation between of sites locations and proximity to linear features, such as rivers, in
the Pre-Contact period. A chi-square was constructed looking at the location of sites in
the Roman period in relation to distance to linear features such as rivers.

Table 5.17

Chi-square: Distance to Rivers in Roman Period

Distance
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
>2500
Total

Roman
(n)
26
49
30
23
18
48
194

Area of
Bin
4604
4402
4080
3663
3205
8372
28326

% of area
0.1625362
0.1554049
0.1440373
0.1293158
0.1131469
0.2955589
1

E
31.53202
30.148556
27.943232
25.08727
21.950505
57.338417
194

O-E
-5.53202
18.851444
2.0567676
-2.08727
-3.950505
-9.338417

X2
0.970545
11.787528
0.1513888
0.1736616
0.7109854
1.5209006

X2 = 15.31, df = 5, p = 0.0090978, CV = 11.07, Cramér’s V = 0.198

The results for the chi-square were significant (X2 = 15.31, df = 5, p < 0.05).
However, Cramér’s V value is 0.1986748, which is just under the 0.2 cut off. Therefore, I
fail to reject the null for the test and conclude that the there is no statistically significant
relationship between the location of sites and proximity to rivers. However, the value is
so close, that I don’t hesitate to state that there is at least some faint relationship between
site location and proximity to rivers in the Roman period, and I fact, the relationship in
this period is inverse to that in the Pre-Contact period. There are fewer sites then
expected in the lowest category, and more sites than expected in the furthest category. It
seems that proximity to rivers was not heavily selected for in the Roman period.
However, the Roman period has another type of linear features to be considered – roads.
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Figure 5.27 shows that roads may have influenced the dispersion of sites across the
landscape during the Roman period. The same methods outlined above to extrapolate
distance data from rivers was used for the Roman roads shapefile. A chi-square test was
used to test for the statistical significance of the results.

Table 5.18

Chi-square: Distance to Roads

Distance
0-500
500-100
10001500
15002000
20002500
>2500
Total

Roman
(n)
20
12

Area
950
935

% of Area
0.0335203
0.0329911

E
6.5029463
6.4002682

O-E
13.497054
5.5997318

X2
28.013527
4.8993254

9

918

0.0323912

6.2838997

2.7161003

1.1739846

16

889

0.031368

6.0853887

9.9146113

16.153367

9
128
194

863
23786
28341

0.0304506
0.8392788
1

5.9074133
162.82008
194

3.0925867
-34.82008
0

1.6189984
7.4464907

X2= 59.30, df = 5, p = 1.69112E-11, CV =11.07, Cramér’s V = 0.195

The results of the chi-square test were significant (X2 = 59.3030, df = 5, p < 0.05).
However, as in the case above, the Cramér’s V is just below the cutoff point. Looking at
the observed and expected values, there are a greater number of observed values in all
categories except for the last, suggesting that there is a slight selection for proximity to
the roads. In the last category, the observed value is less than expected, strengthening the
argument. Looking at figure 5.24, it is apparent that the Roman period features a great
amount of nucleation. Considering this fact, in addition to the results of the chi-square
tests, hypothesis 3c is accepted, however, I believe that linear features still(roads)
continue to have some sway in site location in the Roman period.
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Roman Roads 2500 m Buffer
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Site Location and Geology
One last aspect to consider is the influence of geology on site location. At a
glance, it does not seem that there is a major shift in the preferred geological
characteristics form the Pre-Contact through the Roman period. The same types of
geological deposits are settled upon almost consistently. A total of 24 geological deposit
types are settled upon in the study area, of which only three are unique to the Pre-Contact
Period and one to the Roman Period. The most interesting finding is that the one layer
unique to the Roman period is a volcanic basalt. However, the geological layers that are
unique to these two periods make up a very small percentage of the total area.
Figures 5.28 and 5.29 depict the distribution of sites throughout time and what
geological layers they fall upon. At first, it seems like there is a big difference in the Iron
Period in the geological layers that are settled on, however, the areas in red in the north
are not unique to this period, as the geological layers shown in red in Figure 5.28 -A are
actually found in all three periods. The difference is just that this area of Albania is only
intensively occupied during the Pre-Contact Period. This area roughly falls in one of the
hotspots of the Iron Age, displayed in the Kernel Density Map for the periods (Figure
5.1), and therefore could be a product of other processes.

Table 5.19

Geological Deposits with Archaeological Sites
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Grid-ID
180
213,221,
235,238,248,252

Code
bJ2

Description
Middle Jurassic - Volcanic rocks (basalt)
Upper Cretaceous - Limestones
Maastrichtian-Eocene - Siltstone-sandstone-marl flysch and
limestone-marls
Middle Jurassic – Plagiarists and quartz diorites
Lower Jurassic – Limestones
Middle Jurassic. Limestones
Kimmeridgian - Limestones
Tithonian-Cenomanian – Sandstone sediments with turbidite
limestone layers.
Serravallian - Clays, sandstones, and limestones
Upper Miocene - Sandstones and clays, coal

243
137
135
253
159

Cr2
Cr2mPg2
gJ2
J1
J2
J3k
J3TCr2cm
N1-2s
N1-3
N13m
N1-3t
N1b
N2
N2-1h

255a
245
241, 244

nJ2
Pg1
Pg2

249

Pg2

242,243, 254
217, 227, 255

Pg3-1
Qh

192,223, 230
216, 219, 225
247

Qp-h
sJ2
slpJ2

228

T1-2

210, 215
214
143
152
220
218
209, 210
127, 188

Source: ASIG 2000

Messinian - Sandstones, clays, evaporites
Langhian - Calcareous mudstone, clays, and sandstones.
Burdigalian - Marls, calcareous mudstones, siltstones, limestones
Pliocene. Clays, sandstones, gravels, conglomerates, coal.
Lower Pliocene - Clays, siltstones, sandstones.
Middle Jurassic - Norites, gabbronorites, gabbro, amphibole gabbro,
quartz gabbro.
Paleocene – Limestones
Eocene – Limestones
Eocene – Limestones, Clay-sandstone flysch with conglomerates
and limestones
Lower Oligocene - Clay-siltstone-sandstone flysch with slumping
layers and limestone olistoliths.
Holocene - Marshy-lake sediments: clays, silts, peats
Pleistocene – Holocene - Mixed alluvial-proluvial sediments: sands,
gravels, silts
Middle Jurassic - Mantle harzburgite-lherzolites
Middle Jurassic - Plagioclase lherzolites
Lower Middle Triassic - Shales, limestones, ammonite limestones
(a), and volcanics, conglomerates and flyschoide intercalations of
clay stones and limestones
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Geological Layers Unique to Each Period
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Geological Layers and Distribution of Site

Summary of Results
Table 5.20

Summary of Results

Hypothesis

Data

Methods / Tools

Results
(Alternate)

Statistics

1

PC sites, Albania

Kernel Density, Nearest
Neighbor, Ripley’s K,

Inconclusive

Nearest Neighbor,
Ripley’s K, ChiSquare

1a

PC sites, DEM,
Albania

Raster to Vector, Extract
by Attribute, Select by
Location

Inconclusive

Chi- Square

1b

PC sites, Hydroshed,
Albania

Buffer, Select by Location

Accepted

Chi- Square

1c

Iron, DEM, Albania

Model builder

Rejected

Kruskal Wallis

1d

Iron, DEM, Albania

Model builder

Rejected

Kruskal Wallis

2

GC sites, Albania

Select by Location

Accepted

Chi- Square

2a

GC Sites, Albania

Kernel Density, Nearest
Neighbor, Ripley’s K

Accepted

Nearest Neighbor,
Ripley’s K, ChiSquare

2b

GC Sites, DEM,
Albania

Raster to Vector, Extract
by Attribute, Select by
Location

Accepted

Chi-square

2c -

GC, Hydroshed,
Albania

Buffer, Select by Location

Accepted

Chi-square

3

RI Sites, Albania

Select by Location

Accepted

Chi-square

3a

RI Sites, Albania

Kernel Density, Nearest
Neighbor, Ripley’s K,

Accepted

Nearest Neighbor,
Ripley’s K, ChiSquare

3b

RI Sites, DEM,
Albania

Raster to Vector, Extract
by Attribute, Select by
Location

Accepted

Chi-square

3c

RI, Hydroshed,
Roman Roads
Albania

Buffer, Select by Location

Accepted

Chi-square
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DISCUSSION
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1
By testing hypothesis 1 and its sub-hypotheses, I aimed to delineate a settlement
pattern that was unique to the Illyrians that could then be used as a comparison to the
settlement pattern of sites in the study area in the time following Greek colonization and
Roman incorporation. Pertaining to this “unique” settlement pattern, I had hypothesized
that sites that were occupied during the Pre-Contact period would likely be regularly
distributed across the landscape and found at higher elevations. Additionally, I
hypothesized that linear features, specifically rivers, would exert a considerable amount
of influence on the location of sites. As Table 5.20 shows, the results were inconclusive
in some cases. The Average Nearest Neighbor and Kernel Density results suggest that
there is a high degree of nucleation within the dataset. However, the Ripley’s K results
are mixed, and suggest that they are a product of scale (Bevan and Colony 2006). Still, a
key finding is that the pattern is not random. The results of hypothesis 1a, which looks at
the relationship between elevation and location of sites in the Pre-Contact period, on its
own were slightly disappointing. Two chi-squares were constructed to test this hypothesis
(Table 5.2 – Pre-Contact sites and 5.3 - Hillforts). While the results of Table 5.2 were
significant (X2 = 34.65, df = 4, p = 0.000000545919), this finding only really states that
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the distribution of sites is not random in this regard. When the observed and expected
values are compared, the Pre-Contact period has the highest percentage of sites located
above 1000 m ASL. The results of Table 5.3 were not significant (X2 = 6.13, df = 4, p =
0.189175552), which suggests there is no selection for higher elevations by hilltop
fortified sites. This runs counter to the literature that the Iron Age in Albania was a time
of competition between different tribes, leading to the construction of hilltop
fortifications (Galaty 2002: 117). However, when the results Table 5.18 (elevation of
Greek period sites) 5.22 (elevation of Roman period sites) are taken into consideration, it
becomes apparent that there is in fact a change over time in the location of sites and
elevation. Additionally, it becomes apparent that in the Greek and Roman period, sites
are consistently located at lower elevations. This selection is not as present in the PreContact period (Figure 6.1).
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Elevation of Pre-Contact Sites
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The results of hypothesis 1b suggest that proximity to rivers was in fact a feature
that was selected for in the Iron Age. Proportionately, the Pre-Contact period sites have
the greatest proximity by far, with 27% of sites falling within 500 m of a river, whereas
in the Greek and Roman period, the percentages are about 16 and 13 respectively.
Additionally, when the observed and expected values of Table 5.4 (Distance to Rivers)
are compared, it becomes evident that there is a selection for proximity to rivers present
in this period. For example, 31 sites fall within 500 m of a river, while the expected value
(scaled for area) is 18. Additionally, 22 sites fall at a distance greater the 2500 m, while
the expected would be 33.
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Sites within 500 m of River Across all time Period

The results of hypothesis 1c were not statistically significant. However, there are
still some interesting observations that can be made for the analysis. While it seems that
there is no statistically significant difference between the viewshed area by period, it does
not mean that this was not a characteristic that was important. In fact, it could very well
be that this characteristic was selected for throughout time. This would not be surprising
a seeing one surroundings is advantageous. What is interesting is that the Greek period
had the largest viewshed both over the entire area, and of the sea and coast.

The results of hypothesis 1d were also not statistically significant. Two sets of
analysis were conducted, the first set looking at the number of sites visible from the coast
during each period while the second looked at the percentage of the coast and sea that
was visible from sites during each period. The aim of conducting this analysis was to see
whether there was selection for “being seen from the coast” and for “seeing the coast.”
However, the results were not statistically significant for any period. While the X2 values
for the Greek and Roman period were significant, the Cramèr’s V values were less the
0.2. There was one interesting observation worth pointing out however; in the Greek
period, the coast of Albania is almost all visible. It could be that there is something at
play here, but that more data or better quality may be required.

Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 and its sub-hypotheses tested for the presence of clustering in the
research area in the period following Greek colonization, before Roman integration.
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By testing these hypotheses, I aimed to delineate a settlement pattern that reflected
changes due to influence and interaction with the Greek colonies, the first of which was
founded at the end of the 7th C BC (Wilkes 1992: 110). There is evidence to suggest that
the north and south reacted differently to colonization. This may have been simply a
product of proximity; the Greeks, for example, did not go further into Illyrian lands than
Epidamnus, for fear of the barbarian tribes that lay ahead (Wilkes 1992: 109, 113).
Regional survey in the area also suggests that clustering around these primary centers
would be expected (Korkuti et al. 1998: 261; Galaty 2007: 135; Galaty et al. 2002: 299).
Because of this pull of the colonies and primary centers, I hypothesized that sites would
a) be in higher numbers in the south, at lower elevation, and b) be less influenced by
other features such as rivers. The results of testing hypothesis 2 allow me to conclude that
there is in fact statistically significant change in the number and location of sites from the
Pre-Contact period to the Greek period. The number of sites increases by 81 overall, and
the number of sites in southern Albania goes from 62 to 131. The expected value for
southern Albania during the Greek period is 92, so there is something that is drawing
people to the south. Additionally, hypothesis 2a concludes that the sites in the Greek
period are indeed clustered and that there is selection for sites near the coast of Albania.
This is indicated by the results of the Average Nearest Neighbor analysis, the Kernel
Density analysis, and the Ripley’ s K analysis. In addition, a chi-square tests for the data
set show that there is a statistically significant relationship between the location of sites
and proximity to the coast during this period as the number of sites near the coast (69) is
significantly higher than the expected value (24).
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With the results of sub-hypothesis 2b, there is evidence to argue that there is a
change in the distribution of sites during the Greek period in regard to elevation (See
figure 6.3). Almost 44% of the sites in this period fall within the lowest elevation
category, a category that covers barely 25% of the entire study area. I think the primary
reason for the movement of sites from high to low elevation is the colonies, which tend to
be located near the coast, as determined above. As a result of being near the coast, the
colonies are also located at lower elevations, since the coast is generally closer to sea
level. If there is a selection for sites located o the hinterlands of colonies (for which this
study provides evidence for), then one would expect a change in the elevation of sites.
Last but not least, hypothesis 2c shows that linear features were not a statistically
significant factor in determining site location in this period, at least not with this dataset.
This is interesting because it strengthens the results of hypothesis 1b, which states that
the distribution along linear features is a characteristic of the Pre-Contact period.
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Elevation of Greek Period Sites
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Hypothesis 3
Hypotheses 3 and its sub-hypotheses tested for the presence of clustering in the
research area in the period following Roman integration. By testing hypothesis 3 and its
sub-hypotheses, I aimed to delineate a settlement pattern that reflected changes due to
influence and interaction with the Roman Empire, until its collapse in 395 AD. The
results of hypothesis 3 and hypothesis 3a allow me to conclude that there is in fact a
statistically significant change in the number and location of sites from the Pre-Contact
period to the Roman Period. As in the Greek period, the number of sites increases by 81
overall, and the number of sites in southern Albania doubles. Additionally, testing
hypothesis 3a allowed me to conclude that the sites in the Roman period are indeed
clustered, and that there is selection for sites near the coast of Albania. This is indicated
by the results of the Nearest Neighbor analysis, the Kernel Density analysis, and the
Ripley’ s K analysis. In addition, Table 5.21 shows that there is a statistically significant
relationship been the location of sites and proximity to the coast during this period, as the
number of sites near the coast (69) is statistically higher than the expected value (24).
What is interesting is that there seems to be no change from the Greek to the
Roman period in the number of sites and how they are divided north and south when
considering the results of the chi-squares. However, the kernel density maps show a
change in where sites are located. The results of sub-hypothesis 3b allow me to conclude
that there is a selection for locations at lower elevations in the Roman period (Figure 6.4).
Only 2% of sites during this period fall in areas over 1000 m ASL, while only 31% of the
total sites fall in the north, as opposed to the 9% of sites located above 1000m ASL and
45% located in northern Albania during the Pre-Contact Period. In addition to the
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economic pull of colonies, foreign influence acts to sort of mitigate territorial disputes by
first turning that aggression towards the colonizers and ultimately by subjugation of the
natives by the colonizers. Both instances occurred in Illyricum following conquest. If
there is no competition for territory between tribes, then the selection for easily
defensible, high locations dwindles. Rome was quick to strike down any opposition in its
new province, often swooping in and destroying fortified sites and deposing any leaders
who failed to play by their rules (Wilkes 1992: 189). The Pax Romana in 9 AD acted to
effectively put an end to any Illyrian resistance to Roman incorporation (Wilkes 1992:
207). In Albania specifically, there is evidence that the Romans systematically denied
access to the northern mountains to the native Illyrians, which would of course be
reflected in the settlement pattern during this period (Galaty et al. 2013: 193).
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Testing hypothesis 3c provided some of the more interesting results. It was
hypothesized that proximity to linear features would not be selected for in the Roman
period, since colonies would act to draw people in. The results of the chi-square tests
show that this is true since the Cramer’s V values for the chi-square tests were under the
0.2 cut off , but just barely (.198 and .195). This suggests that there may in fact be a
statistically significant relationship present in this respect, but that it is very slight. When
looking at the values in the chi-square constructed with the distance data from Roman
period sites to rivers, the pattern inverse of what we see in the Pre-Contact period. In the
Roman period, the expected values are greater than those actually observed in the closer
categories, and lower than those observed in the further categories. Suggesting that in the
Roman period, proximity to rivers was not heavily selected for, but that sites are not
distributed throughout the category randomly either. Looking back on the literature and
the material record, we have ample evidence for the construction of aqueducts in the
Roman period, hence, if the selection for proximity to rivers in the Pre-Contact period
was for access to freshwater, then aqueducts eliminate this selection pressure (Çondi
1999).
However, there is another linear feature that needs to be considered in this period:
roads. While trade routes surely existed in the previous periods, I could not find
information to delineate them with certainty, although they likely ran similar courses to
the Roman roads. Simon found that trade routes, roads and LCP’s often follow the
courses of rivers as rivers naturally select the easiest traversable path (Simon 2015: 119120). The results of the chi-square constructed with distance measurements to roads in
the Roman period might suggest a selection for proximity to roads in this period, as the
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expected values for the closer categories are much lower than the observed. For example,
there are 20 sites located within 500 m of a road in this period, but the expected value,
accounting for area, would be closer to 7. Casarotto et al. (2017) found that this was the
case in their systematic GIS-based study of the settlement pattern in Southern Italy during
the Hellenistic-Roman Period. They found that site density was not only greater around
urban centers, but that proximity to roads was selected for as well (Casarotto et al. 2017).
Additionally, the draw of roads is evident in this research area, as shown in Figure 5.24,
by the red hotspot band that goes across Albania, running parallel to the Shkumbin River.
This hotspot is likely caused by the Via Egnatia, which ran that course. The Via Egnatia
was built by the Romans around the year 140 BC (Wilkes 1992: 212). Survey by Amore
et al. (2001, 2005) shows that sites were built along the road in Antiquity. However, this
interpretation must be taken with a grain of salt because of the Cramer’s V values.
Limitations
There were three main limitations to this research. First and foremost was the
availability and quality of data. Finding data that pertained to the research area and
research questions at hand was difficult. Most of the data had to be edited or extensively
processed in order to be used. The quality of the data, however, is one of the biggest
limitations of the project. In an ideal situation, GPS coordinates would have been used for
all of the sites used in the analysis. While the coordinates of many sites were determined
with a high degree of confidence, this was often not the case, and determining where a
site was located was often a difficult task. Additionally, the accuracy of the location of
some of the sites is only as good as their description in the articles that were referenced to
build the gazetteer. In some cases, the only description regarding the location of a site
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was that it was located on a hill with a local toponym outside the modern town of “X”.
However, it was decided that these sites would still be included in the analysis, with the
coordinates of the center of the modern town being used, as it would provide a point that
is in the general area of the site. Due to the large-scale aspect of the analysis, it was
determined that such a decision would not impact the overall results, especially since the
alternative would have been to not include the site at all, which would have created large
swaths of areas that “have no sites” when in reality they do, which would have impacted
the results of the analysis much more. Lastly, I feel that the elevation aspect of my
analysis was compromised by the resolution of the DEM’s to which I had access.
The second major limitation to this research is the presence of bias. There is a lot
of bias in my data that cannot be accounted for because the data were all extrapolated
from secondary sources. The articles used to create the gazetteer and pinpoint the location
of the sites ranged from 1970-2013. This large range in publication and the various
authors and excavators that created the site reports a major limitation of the research. As
touched upon in the literature review section, the face of Albanian archaeology has
changed drastically over time (Hodges 2015; Miraj and Zeqo 1993). Because of this, the
theory, methods and goals of the projects and publications referenced for this thesis likely
varied greatly. This not only influences what was recorded, but how results were
interpreted (Hodges 2015). Last but not least, the scale of analysis is another possible
limitation of the research. While scale is arbitrary and set by the researcher, a multiscalar
approach would have been beneficial in ensuring that the spatial correlations detected by
my analysis do in fact exist and are not a product of the scale at which the data were
being analyzed (Bevan and Conolly 2006; Dunnell 1971: 48). With the use of Ripley’s K
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acts to mitigate some bias of scale, the same cannot be said for the other analyses (Bevan
and Conolly 2006). In an ideal situation, the results of the large-scale analysis would be
supported by multiple smaller-scale settlement pattern analyses in southern and northern
Albania. This will be addressed further in the future research section.

Future Research
Settlement pattern analysis has been and always will be a key form of analysis
when it comes to interpreting the archaeological record (Kowalewski 2008). The methods
used in this thesis can easily be adapted to any part of the world and any time period.
However, specifically regarding this dataset, there are some aspects that could potentially
yield some very interesting results should more research on the topic be pursued. As
mentioned above, data quality and availability were two of the greatest limitations of this
research. In the future, the use of GPS coordinates to delineate site location would
eliminate a large amount of error that may have arisen due to inaccuracy of site location.
Additionally, the incorporation of survey data from projects in Albania, such as the
Mallakastra Regional Archaeological Project (MRAP) and Projekti Arkeologjik i
Shkodrës (PASH), would provide a fine-grained frame of reference to compare the largescale analysis (MRAP, nd; PASH nd).
There are several patterns that stood out in this research that might potentially
yield some interesting results if further research were to be pursued. For example, it is
generally accepted that following the Roman conquest of Illyria, the number of sites
dropped significantly at first and then rose after some time, especially in the north, as
indicated by the research conducted by Galaty et al (2013: 193). However, this does not
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seem to be the case in this dataset. It could be possible that the time range allocated for
the “Roman period” is so vast that it over generalized certain patterns. One way to
account for this would be to split the time frame in half and see if there is difference in
the number and location of sites between the “early Roman” and “late Roman” periods. .
Also worth further analysis are the results of the Kernel Density for the PreContact Period Sites. Five distinct hotspots stood out, most of which were located in the
north. However, it would be interesting to see how sites within these hotspots are
distributed and what type of material culture is associated with the sites. The correlation
between these hotspots and known tribal distribution in the Iron Age was briefly touched
upon in this thesis, but could provide some interesting results if analyzed further,
especially if similarities in the material culture can be detected within the hotspots.
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CONCLUSION
Through the testing of Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 and their various sub-hypotheses, it
can be established that there is in fact a distinct Illyrian settlement pattern that differs
from those of the Greek and Roman periods. First and foremost, there is evidence in all
three periods that strongly suggests that the location of archaeological sites is not random
but is in fact very much clustered. The Nearest Neighbor analysis shows that this
clustering is statistically significant for each period. Additionally, testing of Hypotheses 2
and 3 shows that the number and location of sites does in fact change over time. This is
most prominently displayed when comparing the Kernel Density maps (Figures 7.1, 7.2
and 7.3) of the three periods, where most of the clustering is located in the north during
the Pre-Contact Period, and along the southern coast in the Greek and Roman periods.
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Kernel Density Map – Pre-Contact (Illyrian) Period Sites
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Kernel Density – Greek Period Sites
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Kernel Density – Roman Period Sites
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Sub-hypotheses 1a, 2b and 3b all deal with the correlation between elevation and
site location across the three time periods. They show that there are in fact statistically
significant differences between Pre-Contact sites and Greek and Roman sites regarding
their position above sea level. Pre-Contact period sites have the lowest percent of sites
located from 0-250 m ASL, and the highest percentage of sites located from 750 m ASL
and over. Moreover, there is a big shift in the number of sites located at lower elevations
in the Greek and Roman periods, suggesting that there was indeed a movement of people
down to lower elevations following Greek colonization and Roman incorporation in the
area.
Sub-hypotheses 1b, 2c and 3c address the presence of clustering of sites around
linear features. The results show that proximity to linear features, specifically rivers, was
a characteristic that was unique to the Pre-Contact period. The chi-square tests done on
the data show that proximity to rivers was selected for only in the Pre-Contact period, and
that this was not heavily selected for in the Greek period, as the results of this chi-square
were insignificant. What is interesting is that there an inverse relationship between
location and distance appears in the Roman period, with sites falling farther than
expected from rivers. Hypothesis 3c stated that while linear clustering would be present
in the Roman period, it would not be as widespread as in the Pre-Contact period. This
held up statistically, but only by a tiny margin. I believe that there is in fact a relationship
present in the location of sites and proximity to linear features in this period. Roads very
likely exerted such a pull during this period that the Via Egnatia creates a horizontal
hotspot that goes across Albania in the Kernel Density map (Figure 7.3).
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Hypotheses 1c and 1d address the visibility of sites and their location to
monopolize the coasts and the area around them during the Iron Age. The literature states
on numerous occasions that typical Illyrian sites are characterized by fortifications and
locations on high, naturally defensible hills with a view of the surrounding area and other
sites (Wilkes 1992: 191). This was not a pattern that was unique to the Illyrians, but
found in many Iron Age societies throughout Europe, like the Gaul’s and Germanic tribes
(Wells 1999: 50). However, the data in this research did not conclusively suggest that this
was the case. There was no statistically significant difference in the area covered by the
viewsheds across the three periods. It may be that visibility, was something that was
selected for throughout time.
When taking such a large-scale approach, it can be difficult to point to specific
patterns with a high degree of certainty. This is where smaller scale analysis based on
recent survey data would have been immensely useful. As Bevan and Conolly (2006:
218, 232) point out, there is never one clear-cut force driving nucleation. However,
following my analysis, I can conclude with some certainty that colonization and
increased interaction with Greece and Rome were likely key factors in driving nucleation
and change in settlement patterns that are observed from the Iron Age to the third century
CE in the study area. Such large-scale analysis is not without its merit. It can help us
paint a broad picture of what the past was like in light of a certain aspect, like
colonization and economic interaction, for example. With this broad understanding,
Albania can be situated in a broader Mediterranean context. Big-picture analysis can also
be useful in creating a base for future research, by highlighting areas that might benefit
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from additional analysis. Finally, an approach such as offered here has the added value of
creating a database that would otherwise not exist. As archaeologists, we are stewards of
a finite and invaluable record (SAA 1996). Part of protecting this record is knowing
where sites are located. Having databases like the one created for this thesis available is a
step in the right direction for preserving and maintaining these sites.
To conclude, the presence of Greek and Roman colonies in the area that is today
Albania undoubtedly had an impact on the settlement pattern of the native Illyrians,
whether direct or indirect, the greatest of these is the shift of sites being located from
north to south and to lower elevations following the onset of Greek colonization and
continuing through Roman incorporation. While clustering seems to be a phenomenon
that was present even in the Pre-Contact period, it becomes increasingly localized in
southern Albania over time, with only one hotspot remaining in the north. What is most
striking is the location of primary centers directly in the heart of the hotspots created by
the Kernel Density maps, perhaps providing the strongest evidence that the centers are
likely the cause of the clustering.
While the Illyrian settlement pattern changed with Greek and Roman interaction,
the effect on Illyrian culture remains to be determined. When discussing how
“Romanized” the barbarian groups of northern Europe were following Roman
incorporation, Wells (1999:95; 2012: 222-223) states that the changes were not as allencompassing as we have previously believed. In his area of research, Wells (2012: 222223) states that the archaeological record itself provides evidence of the conquered tribes
living their lives in their traditional ways. This may have also been the case in prehistoric
Albania, obviously, such inferences cannot be made from the type of broad-scale analysis
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conducted in this thesis. However, this is another aspect of colonization that warrants
further investigation. Our understanding of colonization is slowly evolving, as we realize
that such interactions are never so clear-cut. The work done by Galaty et al. (2013) might
help shed some light on our understanding of the reaction to colonization by the Illyrians.
The Albanian tribes of the northern Shala Valley preserved their way of life for centuries.
They were able to open and close the valley as needed, controlling access to the valley
and themselves, picking and choosing with whom they interacted and at what level this
interaction occurred (Galaty et al. 2013: 134). Such interactions with their environment
and contemporaries would not have been outside the realm of possibility for the native
Illyrians, as they inhabited the same area. Hall et al. (2011: 241) state that non-state
peripheries had the capability to actively control and reject incorporation with core
entities. Hence, it would, then, not be surprising if the level of interaction with the Greeks
and Romans was also something that the ancient Illyrians also selectively controlled;
accepting certain aspects of colonization, while rejecting others.
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City - Fortified;
Primary Center

City - Illyrian;
Primary Center

City - Illyrian;
Primary Center

City - Illyrian;
Primary Center

Town

Fortress

Station; Secondary
Center

Station

Station

Station

Type

410887.63

433656.53

389332.3

397834.23

390488.2

368707.45

417315

408969.31

377591.08

Easting
(X)
380625.64

4506785.06

4437740.21

4470549.28

4592242.17

4624603.66

4495740.23

4549676

4655903.21

4543063.2

Northing
(Y)
4450559.1

Near Jerma, important Illyrian city in the Drin Valley.
Dates to around 3rd C BC. Key for understanding life
following Roman conquest.
Dates to about the 4th C BC, destroyed around 2nd C
BC - burned by Romans (as were other cities during
the time). Material evidence suggest the site was
occupied after Roman conquest and again during the
medieval period. Founded by Cassander in 314 BC(?)

Near Ploca, Illyrian city, part of Bylion Koin

Illyrian city in Parthinia.

Fortified site, located on southern branch of Via
Egnatia. Dates to around the same time as Treport,
Aulona, Kanina etc.
Town dating to Greek and Roman periods.

Near modern day Bradashesh. Roman City / Station
on Via Egnatia.

Station along the Lissus-Naissus road.

Station located along the Via Egnatia.

Located in the Llogara Pass, associated with Caesar’s
campaign in Illyria.

Description

Andrea 1984a: 118, Budina
1972, Cabane 2008: 64, Gilkes
2013: 32, Islami 1972a: 9
Andrea 1984a: 111, Cabane
2008:144, Ceka 1990: 100,
Gilkes 2013: 67, Ceka 1990:
100

Anamali 1972, Ceka 1991:
100, Gilkes 2013: 26, Islami
1972a: 9

Anamali 1986: 7, Cabane 2008:
244,

DARE 2017, Pleiades 2016,
Zheku and Prendi 1972: 216

Bereti 1993: 149, Gjipali 2005

Cabane 2008, Ceka 1976,
Gilkes 2013: 90

DARE 2017, Perzhita 2007,
Pleiades 2016

DARE 2017, Pleiades 2016,
Zheku 1987: 269-270

Ceka 2011, DARE 2017,
Pleiades 2016

Citation
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Ballsh
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Belibardhe
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Settlement Fortified

Settlement - Open

Settlement - Open

Settlement
Paleochristian
Church

Settlement Fortified

Cemetery
Settlement Fortified

City - Illyrian

Settlement

Settlement; Primary
Center

City - Illyrian

Paleochristian
Church

Station

Colony; Primary
Center

472572.18

427826.01

366584.64

458902.78
414963.24

393148.79

449673.01
405732.99

377272.33

374061.42

372099.55

381047.29

433561.2

401316.91

370884.66

4486596.87

4393032.94

4646927.88

4661838.26
4414295.04

4495124.92

4482920
4430684.53

4526462.44

4483592.71

4480427.82

4487894.96

4570020.59

4527121.07

4508993.86

Two occupations, prehistoric and historic component
and Greek material, located on two stepped terraces on
the banks of the Bunje near the modern village of
Belaj.
Open settlement with dwellings and ceramics, dating
to the early centuries CE. 3km to the east of Cukes e
Ajtojt.
Strategically located at the southernmost edge of the
Korce basin, near Kamenice, about 14 km south west
of Korce, near modern day Bellovode.

Settlement dating to the first centuries CE.
Paleochristian Church dating to the 2nd-4th C CE.
Next to Bank of Tirana near town square

Small settlement, near Glavenica. Part of Bylione
koin.

Ceramics from site date to about 3-2 and C,
fortification wall dates to about 4th c. Maybe related
to Apollonia.
Small cemetery dating from the 3-2 C BC.
Near Piqersi, one of earliest fortified sites, proto-urban
settlement.

Late Hellenic settlement

City located next to the Vijose river, location allows
for control of movement to and from the valley.
Apollonian coins dating 3rd-1st C, site dates to about
4th -2nd C BC.
Rival settlement to Kanina. Dates to about 3rd- 5th C
CE.

North of Orenje, evidence of a paleochristian church,
with material from the early medieval period as well.

Station near modern day Seman

Colony founded in 7th C BC by Corinth, part of
Bylion Koin. Important site.

Karaiskaj 1976: 201, 205

Shabani 1983: 263

Andrea 1992: 71, Prendi 1987:
241-242

Perzhita and Bela 1990: 236
Gilkes 2013:253, I K. Lako
1991(1-2): 124

Ceka 1990: 100, Gilkes 2013:
61

Cuni 1987: 237-238
Gilkes 2013:59

Cuko 1989: 274; Andrea 1992:
80

Xhyheri et al 2013: 443

Bereti 1993: 149, Cabane 2008:
144, Komata 1989: 298

Xhyheri et al 2013: 437

Papajani 1991: 243-244

DARE 2017, Hammond 1974:
191, Pleiades 2016

Andrea 1984a: 110, Cabane
2008: 144, Gilkes 2013: 39
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City - Fortified;
Colony - Greek:
Primary Center

Settlement
Colony - Greek,
Roman; Primary
Center

Settlement - Open

Settlement - Open

Dwelling
Cemetery; Site Roman

Settlement

Cemetery

City - Fortified

Fortress

Cave

Settlement

City - Illyrian;
Secondary Center

393114.44

449009.07
416141.66

430327.58

427851.83

380834.99
419429.22

422290.2

470356.28

406713.42

497863.24

435671.41

376188.98

407265.44

4488659.25

4661063.18
4399988.08

4396521.6

4391868.08

4489499.06
4397866.33

4415989.36

4462434.7

4557423.05

4501107.76

4467472.34

4652296.71

4537054.69

Settlement dating to the Iron period.
Located on the Ksamil peninsula, site projected onto a
lagoon in antiquity. Important city during Greek
period, although not a colony then. Made into a colony
following Roman conquest, the history of the colony
is entangled with Roman politics. Occupied into
medieval period.
Site located on the Gradshte Hill, overlooking the
Vijose River Valley. Position allows to dominate
trade. Site is fortified from Hellenistic period to
Roman period, where the site was turned into a
colony.

Open settlement dating to the 4th to 2nd C BC.
Located on an oval hill on the southern edge of Mt.
Saraqin, to the east Of Cuka e Ajtojt, the fortress there
can be seen from this site.
Open settlement, dating to the 4th to 3rd C BC.

Roman dwelling dating to the 2nd-3rd C CE.
Near modern day Xare, Roman tiles and amphoras.

Dates 7th-5th C BC, 4th-2nd C BC, Illyrian material
culture as well as Greek pottery in second phase,
oldest Illyrian type helmet found, dating to 7th C BC.
Near modern day Krane, monumental grave, potential
dwelling, ceramics date to first centuries AD.

Occupied from Bronze Age to Iron age, Devolian
pottery
Located on a dome shaped hill north east of the
modern town of Bilisht, can see entire Devolian plain
from the hill up until Zvezde.
Fortified city tied with Scampis during Roman period,
dates to the 4th C AD

Illyrian City, Near Modern day Elbasan, Pre-city
component dating to the middle bronze age to the
middle iron age found (Gradishte e Belshit)
Settlement near Shkoder Castle, Greco-Italian material
dating to the urban period.

Andrea 1984a: 109, Cabane
2008: 144, Gilkes 2013: 130,
Islami 1972a: 9, Mucaj 1979:
280-286

Perzhita and Bela 1990: 236
Andrea 1984a: 117, Budina
1971b: 328-337, Gilkes
2013:95-98, Pollo 1989

Shabani 1983: 270

Shabani 1983: 262-263

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 451
Budina 1971b: 323

Budina 1971b: 302

Aliu 1994: 5-86, Andrea
1984a: 115

Cerova 1997: 298, 299

Karaiskaj 1976: 198, 205

Andrea 1984a: 103, 115

Andrea 1984a: 108, Cabane
2008: 64, Ceka 1974b: 434442, Islami 1972a: 9
Andrea 1992: 71, Lahi 1987:
249; Lahi 1988a
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Town

Settlement

Settlement Fortified

Tumuli; Site

Cave
Cemetery

Settlement Fortified

Settlement Fortified;
Secondary Center

Fortress; Secondary
Center

Farmstead

Station; Secondary
Center

Station

Station

Station

433311.1

473921.92

415208.97

379311.91

454189.04
401780.63

454189.04

424839.63

416431.79

417398.64

398835.31

465016.58

370534.41

452402.08

4415794.03

4490361.18

4407225.07

4683473.6

4669910.64
4660703.93

4669910.64

4392761.63

4411248.98

4411368.68

4544058.41

4546145.06

4675721.8

4548161.18

1.5 km east of the modern city of Dersnik, left of the
highway, predominately Neolithic site with IA
components.
Town

Cave site
Necropolis associated with castle. Dates to the 4th-7th
C CE, walls likely built around the 4th C CE, near
Shkoder, also called Komani (medieval name Komani culture). Also has IA component.
Over 40 EBA tumuli, throughout the city. Material
dating to different periods, from the 5th C BC to the
2nd C CE.
Wall, near the Monastery of St. George (4 points),
dates to 5th C BC, 650 M long, 9.6 m thick, rubble
type construction.

Near the cave, 6-3rd C BC

Near Çiflik, Malathrea. Site named after mountain
which is most prominent feature. Dates to about 4th 2nd C BC. Hellenistic fortified settlement, fortress in
late antiquity, 8 km west from Konispol.

Secondary antique city

Complex site dating to the Hellenic Period,
Comparable to Malathrea, fortified farms.

Roman station on Via Egnatia

Roman station near Pogradec

Roman station in Shkoder

Roman station on the road between Quckes and Babie.

DARE 2017, Pleaides 2012,
Hammond 1967: 120

Andrea 1992: 84, Lera 1988

Budina 1971b: 290, Gilkes
2013: 154,

Andrea 1984a: 104, Taflika
1988 18: 257

Bela 1987
Andrea 1992: 75, Spahiu 1971:
258; Nallbani 2013: 397

Andrea 1984a: 117-118,
Budina 1971b: 317-322,
Cabane 2008: 64, Damatia et
al. 2007: 252-255, Gilkes 2013:
145-146, Lako 1982
Perzhita and Bela 1990: 228

Cabane et al. 2008: 64, DARE
2017, Pleiades 2016,
Hammond 1967: 99

Gilkes 2013: 260-261

Cabane 2008: 222, DARE
2017, Hammond 1984: 188,
Pleaides 2012

DARE 2017, Hammond 1974:
186, Pleiades 2016

DARE 2017, Hoxha 2009: 139,
Pleaidas 2014

DARE 2017, Hammond 1974:
187, Pleiades 2016
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Settlement

Tumulus

City - Hellenistic;
Primary Center

Colony - Greek;
Center - Roman;
Primary Center
Settlement - Open

City; Secondary
Center

Settlement - Open

Dwelling; Church

Cemetery

City - Fortified

Dwelling
City - Fortified;
Secondary Center

Dwelling/
farmstead

382827.06

430477

419361.44

446544.2

369938.49

378150.66

482369.92

372234.54

430921.54

430417

418718.1
398387.6

419430.6

4469982.14

4429681

4418585.13

4668478.66

4574652.37

4456739.29

4492232.1

4671977.78

4395403.51

4394754

4401601.74
4507970.25

4397871.16

Hellenic, Roman and Late Antiquity components,
settlement with evidence of dwellings and lots of
ceramics.

Iron Age Tumulus at the end of the hill of teqese se
melanit, in wheat field.

Finiq, 4th to 3rd C BC material, ties to Epirus from
material.

Open settlement dating to the first centuries CE

Colony originally found in the 7th C by Corinth,
became important site throughout time.

Secondary center

Burials on the southeast side of Mt. Mellaz, at the
highest peak of the mountain, material dates from the
4th -3rd C BC.
Fortified dwelling dating to 3rd C BC to 2nd AD.
Church built over site in the Roman period, dating to
the 4th C CE.
Open air settlement dating to BA through the IA,
south west of Mt. Constantin.

Fortified city, located between modern day Shales and
Dishat. On a conical hill between Mt. Saraqin and
Mellaz, the hill almost joins them, material dates to
the EIA.

Near modern day Xare, Roman building/farmstead,
hill called Diaphore. North of the hill called Kalisove,
on the shore of Lake Butrint
Roman villa
Illyrian city with a pre-urban component, connected to
other cities in the area at the time; Bylion koin,
Dimalion.

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 452

Budina 1974: 367

Andrea 1984a: 118, Andrea
1992: 85, Budina 1971b: 294300, Cabane 2008: 64, De
Maria and S. Gjongecaj 2013:
321-330, Gilkes 2013: 177

Perzhita and Bela 1990: 229,

Andrea 1984a:107-108, Cabane
2008: 244, Gilkes 2013: 157

Cabane et al. 2008: 144, 208

Andrea 1992: 85, Lera 1987:
242-243

Andrea 1992:88, Condi 1986:
262-263

Shabani 1983: 269

DARE 2017, Pleaides 2012
Andrea 1984a: 110, Cabane
2008: 144, Ceka 1990: 100,
Duataj 1972, Duataj 1974,
Islami 1972a: 9,
Shabani 1983: 266

Budina 1971b: 324

Gracen

Gradishta e
Balibardhës

Gradishta e
Limjanit

Gradishta e
Peshkopisë

Gradishta e
Peshtanit

77

78

79

80

81

Gjorice e
Poshtme

73

Gorrica

Gjirii Gramaes

72

76

Gjiri Armirasit

71

Goranxi

Germenj

70

75

Genesis

69

Gjri i Vlores

Galigat

68

74

Gajtan

67

PC:
GC: RI

RI

RI

GC: RI

RI

GC: RI

GC

PC

RI

GC: RI

GC: RI

PC

RI

RI

PC:
GC: RI
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City - Fortified
(Illyrian);
Secondary Center

Settlement Fortified

Settlement Fortified

Settlement Fortified

City - Fortified

Settlement

Town - Hellenistic

City - Illyrian

Cemetery

Quarry; Secondary
Center

Settlement - Open

Cemetery

Station

City - Fortified

City - Illyrian Fortified

419248.06

452506.62

450984.74

417962.18

413291.77

375892.25

430477.18

370826

454368.77

370113.19

412287.33

380592.15

383406.18

429183.5

382689.1

4499325.75

4614941.27

4620827.42

4514165.9

4555923.24

4484218.44

4429681.91

4478942.35

4598914.18

4452887.37

4400943.09

4540838.22

4556734.4

4533485.74

4657809.96

Fortified hill settlement dating to the IA. 12 km from
Berat, between modern day Peshtan and Vertop.

Walled site, dates to the 3rd-4th C AD.

Fortified settlement, dating to 3rd-1stC BC. Site
located between the cities of Balibardhe and
Qereshnik, on a hill, which slopes gently towards
Qereshnik, but is steep on all other sides.
Evidence of walls, material dates to 4th-6th C AD.

Fortified city during Roman Period dating to the 4th
C, associated with Scampis.

Settlement with Hellenic, Roman and late antiquity
components.

Multi-component site, beginning in prehistory.

City - port

Cemetery dating to the 3-4th C CE

Quarry, 3rd C BC to Middle Ages

Multi-component cemetery, with graves beginning in
the BA, to the IA and going as recent as the medieval
period. In the hills of modern day Divjake.
Open settlement, north east of Ksamil, in the deepest
bay.

Station along the Via Egnatia

Multi-component site, established in the LBA, EIA
occupied throughout Greek and Roman periods,
Rosuje is a similar type site.
Fortified city dating to the 4th C AD, related to
Scampis.

Cabane 2008: 144, Spahiu
1977: 347-8

Lafe 2005: 123

Lafe 2005: 123

Mane 1976: 402, 405

Cerova 1997: 298,299,

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 445

Gilkes 2013: 202

Ceka 1975: 38

Bunguri 1992: 301-312

Cabane 2008: 64, Gilkes 2013:
203

Andrea 1981: 219-226, Andrea
1984a: 109, Weather Forecast
2017
Condi 1977: 340-341

DARE 2017, Hammond 1974:
189, Pleaides 2016

Cerova 1997: 298, 299,
Geographical Names 2012

Jubani 1972: 377, Prendi
1974: 104

Gradishta e
Pesjakes

Gradishte e
Gjonamadhit

Gradishte e
Rabijes

Gradishte e
Shuecut

Gradishte e
Symizes

Grandavia
Gropa e Vules

Gurëgegës

Gurzeze

Hamallaj
Hamallaj

Hamallaj Settlement 2

Hekatompedon

Hija e Korbit

Hundesove

82

83

84

85

86

87
88

89

90

91
92

93

94

95

96
GC: RI

GC: RI

RI

GC: RI

PC
GC

GC

RI

RI
GC: RI

PC:
GC: RI

PC

GC

PC

PC:
GC: RI
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Settlement

Secondary Center

Town

Settlement - Open

Settlement
Dwelling

City - Fortified;
Secondary Center

Settlement - Open

Settlement Fortified, City Illyrian; Secondary
Center
Station
Settlement - Open

Settlement Fortified;
Secondary Center
Fortress; Tumuli

Settlement Fortified

Settlement Fortified

405725.86

475008.74

421712.06

377419.55

376833.18
375665.97

383622.9

435547.62

443872.33
427327.24

474096.43

500000

409921.04

473426.37

457402.25

4429836

4502413.29

4456709.89

4589968.8

4591668.39
4590302.35

4497383.49

4568399.02

4556538
4391888.31

4507435.48

4503820.87

4481731.3

4496468.11

4605143.67

Near modern city of Hundesove, 3 km north of
Lukove, on the foothills of mt. Shebeden, left of the
highway.

Settlement near Pelion

Between Hamallaj and Rrushkull, on the right of the
stone road that joins the two, 1.5 km away from
Hamallaj.
Settlement

Illyrian settlement, 6 phases beginning in the EIA
going up to the medieval period, includes a late
antiquity period as well as a typical Illyrian city
period.
Roman station
Open settlement, located 500 m to the west of Bregu i
Sterres, same construction type, located on the edge of
Mt. Saraqin.
Open air settlement with evidence of dwelling and
Roman period pottery. Located between modern day
Orenje and Floq in Elbasan.
On the road from Apollonia to Byllis, similarities
between multiple fortified sites at the time and
Apollonia. Illyrian site. Part of the Bylion Koin.
Settlement dating to the IA
House structure dating 3rd to 2 C, with coins from
Dyrrachium found.

Near Modern Day Shuec, Iron Age fortress/center/
tumuli 12th-8th C BC, 8th-7th C BC (tumuli)

Fortified settlement, that originates in the iron age, but
material is typical of the Illyrian urban period, dated to
about the 3rd to 2nd C BC.
Located on the road from Korce to Voskopoj,
strategically located to command the plain, Iron Age
fortress/hillfort, on the right of the road to Voskopoje,
where the plain stops and the mountains begin.
Fortress west of the modern city, on the highest hill
which is 800 m above sea level, part of Bylion Koin

Budina 1971b: 284-287

Cabane 2008: 222, Gjongecaj
1985: 171

DARE 2017, Pleiades 2016

Nure 2012 36: 343

Cabane 2008: 144, Ceka 1990:
135, Ceka 1977: 250, Mucaj
1979: 288-291
Hoti 1993: 125
Andrea 1992: 79, Nure
1989(1): 279

Koka 1981: 249

Andrea 1984a: 114, Cabane
2008: 222, Lera 1974: 461-467,
Lera 1992: 186, Karaiskaj
1979: 172-173
DARE 2017
Shabani 1983: 263

Karaiskaj 1976: 198, 205,
Andrea 2009-2010: 267

Ceka 1990: 100, 137, Mucaj
1979: 292-293

Karaiskaj 1976: 200, 205

Bunguri 1994, Kaca 1981: 255256

Kakaç

Kala
Kalaja e
Bërzeshtës

Kalaja e
Bushatit

Kalaja e Cfirit

Kalaja e
Dorëzs

Kalaja e
Dragostunjës

Kalaja e
Ganjolles

Kalaja e
Gjirokastrës

Kalaja e
Gorices

Kalaja e
Haderatj

Kalaja e
Hoteshit

Kalaja e Irmajt

97

98
99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109
GC: RI

RI

GC:RI

GC: RI

GC: RI

PC:
GC: RI

RI

PC:
GC: RI

RI

GC: RI

GC
PC

PC
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Secondary Center

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress; Secondary
Center

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress

Dwelling
Fortress

Fortress

424723.46

450343.07

389922.63

411195.31

426707.01

380350.74

447081.01

395274.47

399356.64

450726.38

377169.96
453108.17

474029.85

4522612.94

4609185.23

4478174.61

4507589.99

4436260.98

4652821.58

4557635.71

4564256.87

4498948.41

4651001.63

4479739.28
4545413.48

4514473.51

Fortress dating to the 5th-2nd C BC

Tower and wall remains, date to 3rd-4th C AD

Gajtan Walls, fortress dating from the 6th-7th C BC,
material also from late antiquity.

Fortified site, dating to late antiquity. Located on a hill
between Dragostune and Hotolisht, 2km from the
highway.
Settlement. Two periods: Ganjolle I and II. Built
during the Bronze-Iron age transition. EBA
occupation, evidence of old fortification, fortification
dating to about the 4th C BC with occupation likely
stretching until 1st C BC, city was occupied in the 1st
C BC, site located on a rocky hill, 8 km south east of
Shkoder, hill overseas surrounding plain, left of the
modern city of Ganjolle.
Castle dates to medieval period, fortified in the 5th C
AD, small settlement predates the castle, dating to the
4th-2nd C BC.
Small fortress dating to the 3rd-2nd C BC.

Iron I foundation, late antiquity controlled the road
from Peze

Fortress located 12 km (south) east of the modern day
Kukes, on a hill that dominates the plain, construction
dates 4th-5th C CE.
Fortress dating to the Greek period.

Hellenistic dwelling
Fortified site, located on a hill with an exposed, steep
rocky slope, west of the modern-day village of
Berzeshte. Material dates to the EIA and some
medieval materials.

Located 8 km north of Maliq, 2 km from the highway,
near the modern city of Kakac, fortified hilltop, EIA.

Cabane 2008: 144, 198, Prendi
1976: 89

Lafe 2005: 123

Cano 1987: 227-228

Mane 1976: 402, 403

Andrea 1984a: 119

Andrea 1992: 71, Cabane 2008:
260, Lahi 1988b: 257-258,
Lahi 1993 23: 202

Koka 1981: 248

Cabane et al. 2008: 254;
Karaiskaj and Bace 1975: 17

Mucaj 1979: 291-292

Lera et al. 1983: 266, Perzhita
1986a: 189,

Xhyheri et al. 2013 37: 447
Koka 1981: 246

Karaiskaj 1976: 200, 205

Kalaja e
Kalivose

Kalaja e
Karalibeut
Kalaja e
Karosit

Kalaja e
Katafiqit

Kalaja e
Krujes

Kalaja e
Labovës

Kalaja e Lëklit

Kalaja e
Lumalas

Kalaja e
Malicanit

Kalaja e
Malthresës

Kalaja e
Margëlliçit

111

112

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

113

Kalaja e pa

110

GC

GC

GC: RI

PC

GC

GC: RI

GC: RI

PC

PC: GC

GC

RI

GC: RI
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City - Fortified;
Secondary Center

Site - Fortified

Fortress; Town;
Secondary Center

Settlement Fortified

Settlement Fortified;
Secondary Center
Site - Fortified;
Secondary Center

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress; Town

Fortress

Fortress

387362.22

420098.09

433281.96

477770

422004.98

439863.33

399361.49

386066.85

400071.24

420250.19

417843.04

398723.26

4503178.62

4396877.52

4406565.84

4501245

4457172.97

4437640.42

4595711.81

4444400.09

4434920.13

4408104.92

4400673.78

4473856.22

Near modern day Mursi. Dates to 3rd C BC, located
on round hill north of the town, on the foothills of Mt.
Mileti.
Fusha e thanes, Lugina eGjanices 4th C BC, part of
Bylion Koin

Near modern day Lekel, east of the modern town, on a
hill near the foot of Mt. Golik. The hill has a steep
slope east to west, and contains an acropolis.
Strategically located to command the area below.
Located in string of hills on road to Maliq, near
modern day village with the same name, fortified
hillfort.
Near modern day Kalcan, small city? Originates in 3rd
C BC, goes to late antiquity.

Fortified site dating to the 3-2nd C BC, overlooking
Suhe Lake.

Near modern day Karalibej, 4th to 3rd C BC, goes into
Roman period as town.
Contain IA component after BA component,
abandoned after IA and resettled during the 5/4th C
BC. Never rose to too much prominence, more closely
tied with Epirus, 200 m north of the modern city of
Qeparo, on a rocky hill.
Contain IA (karos II) component after BA (karos I)
component. Located on a hill west of the modern day
of Illias, on a pear-shaped hill that extends from the
mountain range, pointing north.
Satellite settlement to Illyrian city of Zgrad

Near modern day Xare, fortified settlement, across
lake Butrint, east of Butrint on a hill surrounded by
water on three sides, heavily vegetated.

Part of Bylione Koin. City dates to 4rd-2nd CBC,
strategically located to control the canyon where the
naturally occurring road from Byllis would have
passed to go to Antigonea.

Cabane 2008: 144, Ceka 1977:
250, Mucaj 1979: 286-288

Budina 1971b: 322

Budina 1971b: 310; DARE
2017

Karaiskaj 1976: 201, 205

Budina 1974: 358

Andrea 1992: 87, Qirjaci 1986:
261

Gilkes 2013: 209, Komata
1982: 222

Koci 1991: 54, Cano 1988:
253-254

Budina 1971b: 303-304, DARE
2017
Andrea 1984a: 117, Koci 1976:
242, Koci 1991: 39-42

Budina 1971b: 324, Gjipali
2007: 113

Ceka 1990: 100, 140-141

Kalaja e
Marshejt

Kalaja e
Mavrovës /
Olympe

Kalaja e
Mbolanit

Kalaja e
Melanit

Kalaja e
Melgenit

Kalaja e
Mlikut

Kalaja e
Moksetit

Kalaja e
Paleomonastrit

Kalaja e
Pepelit

Kalaja e
Pogradecit

Kalaja e
Prishtes

Kalaja e
Qeshibes

Kalaja e
Ripesit

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134
GC

GC

GC: RI

GC: RI

PC: GC

GC: RI

PC:
GC: RI

GC

RI

RI

GC: RI

GC

PC
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Fortress

Settlement Fortified;
Secondary Center
Fortress

Fortress; Secondary
Center

Settlement Fortified

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress

Site -Fortified;
Secondary Center

Fortress

Settlement Fortified, City;
Primary Center

Settlement Fortified

439615.32

447043.24

434248.3

470203.22

443628.5

436345.86

367626.18

390102.86

426648.49

437922.51

406976.6

381134.49

374964.06

4401607.14

4476488.22

4475390.58

4528647.69

4412328.84

4399709.97

4682729.99

4556482.04

4553525.59

4427473.38

4501433.16

4474606

4678583.76

Near modern day Zminec, on a hill, 2-3 KM southeast
of the city, near Albanian Greek border. Settlement
dating to 4th C BC, fortified.

Located in modern day Pogradec. The site was
established around the 3rd/4rth C BC, there is
evidence of a burn layer dating to the 2nd C BC,
during the Roman war, the site is occupied throughout
Roman conquest, but loses its fortification wall and is
not as intensely occupied.
Fortified Illyrian city, dating to the 4th-2rd C BC.
Also reused in late antiquity 4th-6th C CE. South of
Corovode.
Fortress dating to the 3rd C BC.

Fortress built around end of the 7th C BC, pre- city
type fortification, 2 km from the city of Pepel.

The small castle is in the modern-day village of
Mokseti, on a hill north of Lake Shkodra. Site has a
view of the entire lake and surrounding area.
Located 3 km west of modern day Karoq, on a hill.
Hellenistic and Roman material, fortification wall.

Illyrian fortress dating to urban period (6th-5th C BC),
with continuation into medieval period.

Fortified site located on a hill with a plateau. Located
between the modern-day cities of Nepravishte and
Vllaho Goranxhi. Ioustinianoupolis
Fortress dating to the 4th C CE

Fortress dating to the 3-2nd C BC, located near the
modern day of Mbolan, 7 km from Berat on a hill.

Mavrove was a fortified settlement / Olympe. Settled
same time as Kanina. Bylion Koin.

Fortified site occupied in the BA, contains EIA
component, located on hill above the modern city, on
a plateau at the top of the hill.

Budina 1971a: 69-82, Budina
1971b: 306

Andrea 1984a: 111, Andrea
1976b: 348, Cabane 2008: 144,
Ylli 1984: 115
Cuni 1982: 223-235

Andrea 1971: 346, Anamali
1974, Animali 1979: 212,
GeoHack 2012

Andrea 1992: 87, Qirjaqi 1989
(1): 270

Budina 1971b: 313-314

Lafe 2005: 120

Hoti 1987:256, Geographical
Names 2012

Cerova 1995: 279-285

Budina 1974: 364-366, DARE
2017, Pleiades 2016

Andrea 1984a:116, Andrea
1992: 86, Bereti 1993: 149,
Cabane 2008: 144, Ceka 1990:
100, Dautaj 1981: 57, Komata
1977: 363
Starova 1988: 211-212

Karaiskaj 1977: 263, 265

Kalaja e
Selosë
Kalaja e
Skraparit

Kalaja e
Sopotit

Kalaja e
Vagalatit

Kalaja e
Ventrokut

136

138

139

140

Kalaja e
Zaradishtes

Kalaja e
Zharzes

Kalaja e
Zvezdes

Kalaja
Himares
Kalaja
Kanines

Kalaja Sopotit

Kalase (Kalaja
e Hitos)

142

143

144

145

147

148

146

Kalaja e
Xhyherinës

141

137

Kalaja e
Rozafes

135

PC:
GC: RI

GC: RI

GC

GC

PC

RI

RI

GC: RI

PC

GC

GC: Ri

GC: RI

GC

GC: RI
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Settlement - Open;
City - Fortified;
Non-Tumulus
Cemetery
Site

City - Illyrian;
Secondary Center

Fortress

Fortress

Site - Fortified

Fortress

Fortress

Fortress

Site - Fortified;
Secondary Center

City - Fortified

Settlement Fortified

Fortification

Settlement Fortified

412817.72

402409

374385.24

391919.25

488987.39

414451.6

471715

377472.28

496989

422102.43

402409.67

433863.56

442245.15

375334.02

4429626.57

4436184

4477617.2

4441618.94

4509924.7

4461486.19

4491879

4481670.64

4501876

4400272.02

4436184.87

4481053.59

4409877.84

4656022.29

Fortification, pottery from all three periods.

Illyrian city dating to the 3rd C BC. Occupied almost
continually until the 6th C CE, then again during the
medieval period. Potentially Greek Thronium? Bylion
Koin.
Ancient hilltop city, that controlled the coastal road of
Chaonia in Southern Albania. Dates to 4th-3rd C BC,
3rd-2nd C BC, and contains medieval component.

Near modern city of Himare.

Located 16 km North of Korce, strategically located to
control the pass of Zvrezde, goes over stream/river.

Dates to 4th C AD. Located west of Tepelena on a
stony hill, protruding at the foot of a set of mountains.

Fortress, 4th-5th C CE.

Fortress dating to the 4th -2nd C BC

Near cave of Shuec, Iron Age fortress/center.

Near modern day Vagalat, 3rd c BC, on top of the city,
top of the peak of Mt. Mileti.

Fortified site, dates to 5th-4th C BC, located west of
the modern city on a hill.
Multiple components, Illyrian urban (6th-5th C BC),
late antiquity and then medieval, 2 or 3 dwellings
within the fortress, nearby burials dating to the 3-2nd
C BC, located southwest of the modern city of
Corovode, on the left of the Osum, near the banks.
Near modern city of Borsh, also called Borsh castle.

Fortified settlement, located in Shkoder. Sparsely
occupied in the Hellenistic period, then reccupied in
the Roman and medieval periods. Built around the 3rd
C BC.

Andrea 1984a: 116, Ceka 1977:
250, Komata 1974: 475-481,
Komata 1979, GeoHack 2012,
Gilkes 2013: 301
Andrea 1984a:118, Koci 1977,
I J. Koci 1989(2): 273-274,
GeoHack 2012, Gilkes 2013:
88
Gjipali 2009: 206, 208

I D. Budina 1971b: 280

Karaiskaj 1976: 203, 205, Lera
et al. 1983: 267-268

Andrea 1971: 347, Komata
1976: 313-328

Damko 1987 17(2): 258

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 437

Karaiskaj 1976: 198, Gilkes
2013: 297

Budina 1971b: 316

Budina 1971b: 284

Andrea 1992: 84

Budina 1974: 346 - 347

Shpuza and Dyczek 2012

Keshtjella e
Vigut

Keshtjella e
Zig-Xhafajt

Kestjella e
Cerjes

159

160

161

Kënetë

155

Keshtjella e
Shenlliut

Kelcyra

154

158

Shiritat

153

Keshtjella e
Mbjeshoves

Katundas

152

157

Kardhiq

151

Keshtjela e
Xibres

Kaprice

150

156

Kanaparaj

149

GC: RI

GC

RI

RI

GC: RI

GC

GC

GC: RI

RI

PC

GC: RI

GC

GC: RI
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Fortress; Secondary
Center

Fortress; Secondary
Center

Fortress

Fortress; Secondary
Center

Settlement Fortified

Fortress; Secondary
Center

Religious Site

Secondary Center

Settlement Fortified

Cemetery

Secondary Center

Settlement - Open

Farmstead/Dwelling

497910.85

385081.14

396079.27

407220.96

402554.94

418605.99

384747

431126.21

440557.33

417151.51

417228.44

432468.59

380007.93

4510997.14

4563534.82

4644102.71

4568781.95

4505447.09

4589692.34

4576059

4462853.06

4569219.88

4521676.94

4441818.16

4406350.46

4565000.33

City and fortress, associated with other cities like
Amantia and Borsh.

Secondary center

Dates to the 3rd or 4th C CE, along Lissus-Nassus
Road.

Secondary center

Fortified settlement used until late antiquity. Materials
date to Hellenistic periods and the first few centuries
AD, castle build in the 4th C CE.

Secondary center

Religious site in the town of Kenete

Fortified site, dating to first centuries AD, maybe has
older roots, located on a hill 1 km north of modern day
Funare.
Secondary Center

Cemetery used from the 12th C BC to the 8th C BC.

Near modern day Cercovike. Hellenistic open-air site
dating to the Hellenistic period, located on the south
west slope of Mt. Shtrina on the foothills, on the
artificial terracing.
Secondary center

Farmstead dating to the 3rd-2nd C BC, most other
material dates to late antiquity and medieval period.

Komata 1977: 363

Cabanes et al. 2008: 260, 278

Perzhita 2007: 291

Cabanes et al. 2008: 222, 234

Spahiu 1977: 347-8, Mane
1976: 402, 404

Cabanes et al. 2008: 222, 234

Andrea 1992: 78, Myrto 1986:
257

Cabane 2008: 64

Papajani 1991: 244

Andrea 1992: 80, Braka 1987:
37-47

Cabanes et al. 2008: 64

Budina 1971b: 311

Hoti 1987: 257

Kestjella e
Paleokastres

Kestria
Klos

Kodra
Dhiminister

Kodra e
Allanjes

Kodra e Dukes

Kodra e
Erindit

Kodra e
Graves

Kodra e
Helineve

Kodra e
Shegjinit

Kodra e Shen
Midrit

Kodra e Shen
Thenasit

Kodra e
Shendelise

Kodra e Xarrës

162

163
164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175
GC: RI

GC: RI

GC

GC: RI

GC

GC

RI

GC: RI

GC: RI

RI

RI

GC: RI
PC:
GC: RI

RI
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Town

Cemetery

Cemetery

Site

Fortress

Cemetery

Temple

Site

Fortification

Cemetery

Settlement Fortified

Town
City - Fortified;
Secondary Center

Fortress - Roman,
Military Station

419455.52

416982.78

465317.71

416231.78

439542.51

406691.01

421272.8

429435.81

437557.12

424572.25

416937.45

424334.86
394617.41

423179.99

4397805.47

4399121.01

4498660.52

4398185.69

4398706.77

4427917.56

4409170.69

4445937.48

4403718.4

4418295.04

4399596.33

4392651.07
4486958.29

4446320.04

Located within the city of Xarre. Dates to about the
3rd-1st C BC. Located on a hill, south of the theater.

Cemetery dating to the 3-2nd C BC.

Two small hills on the Vrine plain, but likely gone due
to farming activities. Settlement - material dates to 32nd C BC, also evidence of walls.
Multiple graves near the Temple of saint Thanas, near
modern day Teriat, dates to Hellenistic period

Near modern day Karoq, 3 km south east on a small
hill. Dates to about 3rd C BC.

Located on small hill between Lukove and
Hundesove.

Near modern day Karalibej, roman tiles, north east, on
small hill

Near modern day Erind. Material dates to the 3rd-2nd
C BC, evidence of two ovens.

Near modern day Zminec, small fortification dating to
the 3rd C BC - 2nd C CE

Near modern day Mesopotom. Material gone, likely
dates to first centuries AD, likely Roman.

Near modern day Xare, 500 m north of the Church of
Shendeillise, roman material, potentially fortified
before? 2-3 C AD

North east of modern day Gjirokaster where the Drin
and the Kardhiq separate. Fortified site, dating to the
4th-3rd CBC, functioned as such until 167 BC until
Roman occupation, where the use of the site changed.
To military station.
Town dating to Greek and Roman periods.
In Mallakastra region. Part of Byllion Koin, material
found at the site ranges from Hellenistic to Roman.
6thc - 2nd C BC, maybe Naikia?

Condi 1977: 342, 340, Shabani
1991: 241, DARE 2017,
Pleiades 2016

Condi 1977: 342, 340

Budina 1974(3): 352

Condi 1977: 342, 340

Budina 1971b: 312

Condi 1977: 343, 340

Budina 1971b: 304

Budina 1974(3): 359

I D. Budina 1971b: 307; DARE
2017, Pleaides 2012

Budina 1971b: 294

Budina 1971b: 324

DARE 2017, Pleiades 2016
Andrea 1984a: 109, Cabanes et
al. 2008: 144, 173, Ceka 1990:
100; I L. Papajani 1974

Andrea 1984a: 118, Budina
1974: 560; Bace 1981, Gilkes
2013: 237

Lin

Lis

187

Kute

181

186

Kulla e Shalës

180

Limar

Kuc i Zi

179

185

Kuç

178

Lekaj
Leshnje
Libohovë

Kreu i Bardh

177

182
183
184

Kratul

176

PC:
GC: RI

PC: RI

GC: RI

RI
GC: RI
GC

PC: GC

RI

PC: GC

GC: RI

GC

PC
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City; Primary
Center: Station

Settlement;
Paleochristian
Church

Secondary Center

Cemetery
Cemetery
Cemetery

Settlement - Open

Tower

Tumuli;
Households

Cemetery

Settlement - Open

Settlement Fortified

387494.06

470167.73

429777.85

383322.41
442011.05
437051.8

395450.18

428140.01

485881.24

401197.18

415994.52

382202.74

4626779.43

4546103.75

4457348.37

4552760.91
4487714.34
4431470.94

4481229.61

4396393.9

4502743.2

4447967.26

4428660.19

4664404.51

Illyrian city, never became roman colony, never
became Hellenic colony, transformed from Illyrian
city to Roman settlement, city under Rome.

Illyrian Occupation to late antiquity, paleochristian
church

Iron age occupation, Hellenic materials as well in
surrounding area. Located on right side of Vijose, past
the valley in fertile plain.
Multiple graves dating to the 4th-5th C CE.
Cemetery dating t the 3rd-2nd C BC.
Near modern day Libohove. Graves cut into stone,
date to Hellenistic period.
Secondary center

Rectangular tower located in the center of the plain of
Shales

Located on a small hill over the modern-day city of
Boks - 6 km northeast from Shkoder. Fortified Illyrian
settlement with IA component. Illyrian city
component dating to the IV C BC, latest material dates
to about II C BC.
Near modern city of Vergo (south east of village of
Vergo, past the stream). Open Hellenistic settlement,
evidence of wall.
Near Scrapar. Dates to the 3rd C BC, typically
associated with the Illyrian city period, but the area
was used as a cemetery as afar as the 6th C CE.
Modern day Kuz i Zi. Households that date to the 2nd
C BC. Illyrian tumuli that date from the IA to sixth C
BC.

Andrea 1984a: 105, Andrea
1971: 346, Islami 1972a: 9,
Zheku and Prendi 1972,
Prezhita 2007: 287; Cabanes et
al. 2008: 260

Gilkes 2013: 216

Cabanes et al. 2008: 64

Hoti 1987: 253
Ylli 1976: 275
Budina 1974(3): 363

Ceka 1977: 250, 253

I H. Shabani 1983 13(1): 265

Andrea 1971: 345, Andrea
1976a: 133-155, Prendi 1974:
104

Andrea 1992: 83; I L. Ylli
1989(1): 279-280

Budina 1971b: 291

Fistani 1983: 109, GeoHack
2012

Manastiri

Manez

Maniso

Mashkjeze

197

198

199

200

Maja e Qishes
Maja e Sotires

192
193

Malind
Maliq

Luaras

191

195
196

Lohe

190

Malathrea

Lofkënd

189

194

Lleshan

188

PC: GC

RI

RI

RI

GC: RI
PC

GC: RI

GC
RI

PC: GC

RI

PC: GC

PC: GC
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City; Secondary
Center

Site - Roman

Paleochristian
Church

Paleochristian
Church

Cemetery
Site

Settlement;
Secondary Center

Church
Church

Settlement and
Tumuli

Paleochristian
church

Burial Tumulus

Settlement Fortified;
Secondary Center

384885.68

377399.74

381638

375898.86

440972.04
474434.91

423247.08

381457.3
375464.66

464329

378707.81

391000.72

431061.99

4496973.64

4482087.29

4587831

4484616.52

4472109.31
4506539.19

4394702.85

4479034.8
4484812.19

4472362

4681017.95

4499865.27

4545876.96

Illyrian city with proturan component, dates to about
the 8th C BC to 2nd C BC. Located northeast is
Gurzeze, southeast is field of Cakran.

Roman building with water tubes and water cistern
nearby. Ceramics date from 2nd-4th C CE.

Paleochristian church with ceramic material dating to
the 2nd C CE.

Paleochrsitian church.

Small cemetery dating from the 3-2 C BC
BA site, with IA component.

Fortified estates and farmsteads.

Hellenic church.
Settlement with components from the BA, Hellenic
period and Roman period.

Located near Kolonj, material dates from 11 to 5th C
BC.

Early Christian church dating to 4-5th C CE.

Used into Hellenistic colonization in Albania, built in
IA

fortified settlement with EBA component about 8 km
south of Elbasan, east of the modern city with the
same name, on a ridge of mt. Sphat, coin hoard of
almost 3000 coins

Andrea 1984a: 110, Cabanes et
al. 2008: 144, Lera et al. 1983:
251-255, Vrekaj 1987: 117

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 441

Hoti 1987: 259

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 445

Cuni 1987: 237-238
Andrea, Prendi and Lera 1989:
265-266

Cabanes et al. 2008: 64, Gilkes
2013: 221

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 453
Xhyheri et al 2013: 445

Andrea 1992: 86, Aliu 1988b:
250-251, Aliu 1989: 269

Andrea 1992: 71, Z. Tafilica
1987(2): 256-257, Tafilica
1989(1): 297

Gilkes 2013: 219

Andrea 1992: 79, Cabanes et
al. 2008: 222, Geographical
Names 2012, Has a 1987: 244245

Matohasanaj

Melgushë

Mesapliku

Metoq
Metoq

Mozaiku i
Tiranes

Mujaj

Nymphaeum
Onchesmos

Orenjë

Orik

Otllak

Palaeste
Paleokaster
Paleokaster

Panormus
Patos

201

202

203

204
205

206

207

208
209

210

211

212

213
214
215

216
217
RI
PC

GC: RI
GC: RI
GC: RI

GC: RI

PC:
GC: RI

PC: GC

GC: RI
GC: RI

GC

RI

GC: RI
GC: RI

RI

GC: RI

GC
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Settlement
Tumulus

Station
Farmstead
Cemetery

Necropolis

Settlement; Primary
Center

Settlement Fortified

Station
City; Secondary
Center

Tumuli

Dwelling

Farmstead
Temple

City - Roman

Warehouse

City - Illyrian;
Secondary Center

396959.9
383583.94

382773.57
433832.62
437466.85

410108.98

366457.23

434760.09

384459.74
415224.14

453055.55

399935.79

417338.37
417435.99

386740.8

377321.34

398149.17

4435352.12
4505006.95

4447091.42
4427175.12
4403967.88

4510872.09

4464326

4568806.96

4629458.6
4414191.32

4668530.13

4576096.29

4414036.8
4414210.89

4465608.09

4646488.64

4466257.42

Ottoman fortress today: Porto Palermo.
Illyrian tumulus, used from the end of the BA to the
8th C BC.

Station.
Farmstead 1 km east of modern day Sofratik.
Near modern day Zminec, cemetery? Hellenic, Roman
ceramics, late antiquity grave.

Necropolis dating to the 3rd-1st C BC.

Fortified site dating to the EIA, with some Greek
pottery, located on a hill 1 km east of the modern-day
city of Orenje.
Settlement and primary center that co-existed with
Apollonia.

Station
Ancient city in Sarande, secondary center

Three stony tumuli, 1.5 km away from Dajct cave.
Date to about the 6-4th C BC, local ceramics.

Roman house.

Farmstead - comparable to Malathrea.
Near modern city of Metoq. Potential temple, material
from Hellenistic to late Roman period.

Agricultural warehouse dating to the 3rth to second C
BC, located, 10 km south of Shkoder, near fortress of
Beltoje.
Roman City.

Illyrian city.

Gilkes 2013: 241
Andrea 1984a: 109, Korkuti
1981: 7, 33

DARE 2017, Pleiades 2016
I Dh. Budina 1974: 353
I D. Budina 1971b: 307

Mane 1976: 402, 404, 2016

Andrea 1992: 86, Bereti et al.
2013: 345-352, Gilkes 2013:
232-233

Koka 1981: 248-249

Andrea 1992: 75, Bela 1987:
243-244, Perzhita and Bela
1990: 231-232
DARE 2017, Pleiades 2016
Budina 1971b: 289, Cabane
2008: 64, Gilkes 2013: 249-250

Gilkes 2013: 284

Gilkes 2013: 260
Budina 1971b: 293

I D. Komata 1977: 363

I M. Dibra 1981 11(1): 235

Cabane 2008: 144, 206

Pece

Pece
Perlat - Qender

Peshkopisë

Petrelë

Pistum
Plase

Polene

Polene

Qafa e Pusit

Qafen e Zhurit
Qishe
Qyteza e
Belishoves

Rapcke

Resulaj
Romanat

218

219
220

221

222

223
224

225

226

227

228
229
230

231

232
233
GC RI
RI

GC: RI

RI
GC
GC: RI

GC: RI

RI

RI

RI
PC: GC

RI

GC: RI

GC: RI
RI

GC: RI
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Town
Site

Cemetery

Settlement
Dwelling
City - Fortified

Cemetery

Site

Settlement - Open

Station
Site

Fortress - Roman;
Secondary Center

Dwelling

Temple
Settlement and
Cemetery

Settlement Fortified

382666.25
382365.52

438115.36

376335.69
376639.07
388985.1

400422.08

474452.59

438973.55

394625.04
486894.85

404012.77

452655.01

429809.63
414196.09

452275.97

4487298.05
4571100.37

4457146.83

4482871.43
4480347.6
4497495.26

4439839.64

4493223.78

4482662.45

4596829.2
4504085.63

4567656.37

4614831.11

4420625.05
4620337.09

4660805.95

Cemetery, part of the complex of the tumuli of the
Vijosa valley. some burials date to the urban period
(4th-2nd C C), most date to the early medieval period.
Town dating to Greek and Roman periods.
Archaeological material from multiple periods found
in and around the city, including a track of wall with
ceramic material dating to the 2nd-5th C CE.

Settlement dating from the 2nd C BC to the 3rd C CE.
Hellenistic dwelling.
Fortified city, tied to Apollonia, 4th-2nd C BC,
guarding natural road from Apollonia to Byllis

Near modern city of Kudhes. Burials iron spears and
bronze jewelry, 1 km east.

Located in the modern-day village. Town? Dating to
the 2nd C CE, has mosaic and dwellings.

Settlement, open dating from 3-4th C CE.

Station
Multiple objects dating to the 8th-5th C BC found
throughout the city, ceramics, bracelets etc.

Fortress of Petrele

Dwelling dating to the 3rd-2nd C BC, near the stadium
in modern day Pershkopise.

Temple dating to the Greek and Roman period.
Settlement and cemetery dating to the 2nd-1st C BC.

Multiple component site, beginning in the 6th C BC to
the medieval period (5 periods of settlement). Illyrian
city at first, presence of Illyrian material culture, then
Greek and Roman material.

DARE 2017
Goga 1988: 234-237

Dhima 1987: 123

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 443
Xhyheri et al. 2013: 447
Ceka 1990: 140

Budina 1971b: 282

Damko 1988 18: 226-233

Damko 1987 17:45-246

DARE 2017, Pleiades 2016
Aliu 1988a 18: 204-208

Cabane 2008: 244, Gilkes
2013: 239

Kaca 1981: 257

DARE 2017, Pleiades 2016
Iliria 1982: 263

Andrea 1992: 75, Perzhita
1986b: 265-266, Perzhita 1989:
291, Perzhita 1997: 305-315

Shpella e
Dajcit

Shpella e
Katundasit

Shpella e
Konispolit

Shpella e
Pellumbasit

Sofratike

241

242

243

244

245

Selo

238

Shkodra

Selce e
Poshtme

237

240

Scampis

236

Sevran

Rrajcë - Fushë

235

239

Rosuje

234

GC: RI

PC

PC: GC

PC: GC

PC

PC:
GC: RI

GC: RI

GC: RI

GC: RI

RI

RI

PC:
GC: RI
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City -Roman;
Secondary Center

Cave

Cave site

Cave

Cave

City; Primary
Center

Settlement - Open

Town; Secondary
Center

City - Illyrian;
Secondary Center

Station; Secondary
Center

Settlement Farmstead

Settlement Fortified

433818.81

413283.82

430218.48

418123.72

453835.77

375336.9

438808.53

443945.64

459555.68

422807.88

463921.56

421439.49

4427658.71

4567788.24

4391632.77

4522734.38

4670292.33

4656028.97

4469752.59

4410860.5

4537881.63

4551888.02

4546678.28

4684495.67

Mostly prehistoric, but contains material from the BA
and IA, some trace materials from antiquity and
middle ages.
Hadrianopolis, Justinianopolis

Konispol has evidence of occupation from the
Neolithic period, as well as ceramics dating to the 3rd
and 2nd centuries BC (Hellenistic period), north of the
modern city, on mt. Saraqin.

Cave with BA component, inhabited in the IA.

Cave with BA and IA components.

Shkodra castle aka. Rozafa castle, important center
from IA to contact

Open settlement, dating to the 3rd-1st C BC.

Town, Secondary center

Pelion potentially. Dates to the 4th-1st C BC, city with
monumental tombs. Gradishte in Selce e poshtme,
dates to about 4th C BC also shows evidence of
occupation during the 3rd-4rth C CE

Scampis, Roman city

Illyrian settlement, 6 phases beginning in the EIA
going up to the medieval period, includes a late
antiquity period as well as a typical Illyrian city
period, Hellenistic and Roman material culture,
located near Maliq (northeast).
Settlement (farmstead) located in the fields of Rrrajce,
near Prrenjas, roman period.

Gilkes 2013: 276; Lera 1983:
256; Perna and Condi 2009:
383

Gjipali et al. 2013: 275

Korkuti and Shabani 1989:
261; Russel et al. 1996(1-2)

Andrea 1992: 80; Cuni 1989:
301; Cuni 1990:276-277

Andrea 1992: 75; Bela 1986:
253-254

Cabanes et al. 2008: 260;
Gilkes 2013: 267; Islami
1972a: 9

Cuni 1982: 223-235

DARE 2017

Andrea 1971: 346; Cabanes et
al. 2008: 222; Ceka 1972: 151194; Gilkes 2013 263; Islami
1972a: 9

Cabanes et al. 2008: 222;
Cerova 1997: 298,299; Gilkes
2013: 169-170

Papajani 1991: 245-256

Ceka and Jubani 1971: 51, 6465

Sovjan
Stalin
Stefana
Stefanaphana
Stimeze

Stisma

Strenec

Suc

Tatzat
Tempulli i
Dobres

Terbaci

Tilaj

Tomin

Topojan

Trajan

Treiecto
Treport

246
247
248
249
250

251

252

253

254
255

256

257

258

259

260

261
262
RI
PC:
GC: RI

PC: RI

GC: RI

GC: RI

RI

RI

GC: RI
GC

RI

PC:
GC: RI

GC: RI

PC
GC: RI
RI
RI
GC
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Station
Settlement; City Fortified;
Secondary Center

Settlement Fortified

Site

Dwelling

Site

Cemetery

Town
Temple

Farmstead;
Dwelling

Tumuli; Settlement
- Open

Settlement - Open

Settlement
Cemetery
Station
Station
Monumental Grave

434968
365431.6

503638.46

433468.89

451940.26

378359

411439.01

409450.44
424675.22

420919.64

443440.71

435667.95

477173.88
409920.62
376692.76
397649.99
420965.62

4557602
4484593.48

4503297.57

4470177.82

4615551.52

4566998.48

4556932.42

4431912.42
4400363.19

4603241.05

4474218.17

4395097.63

4509579.56
4518381.32
4495157.9
4513612.11
4395519.29

Mainly Neolithic site, with component that has
material dating to the Illyrian city period (4th-2nd C
BC).
Near Tren cave, abandoned in middle ages for
Voskopoja, located North east of the modern-day
village of Tren - on the south side of a hill overlooking
Little Lake Prespa.
Station
Illyrian fortified settlement, located on the coast, three
periods of occupation, part of the wall submerged in
the water, 7th c BC- 3 C AD, Illyrian City, Bylion
Koin

Various archaeological material including a tract of a
wall, ceramics dating from the 4th C up until the early
middle ages.
Dwelling, multiple material found dating to the 3rd2nd C BC, right of the highway.

Cemetery dating to the 1-4th C CE

Town
Near modern day Vagalat, material dates to 4th C BC,
north of city on hill.

Dates to 4th C CE

Open settlement, dating to the 3rd-1st C BC; Tumuli
dating to the 8th- 6th C BC

Open settlement dating to the 4th to 2nd C BC

Settlement with BA component
Cemetery dating to the 6th- 1 C BC
Roman station
Roman station
Near modern day Mursi, dates to Hellenistic period.

DARE 2017
Andrea 1992: 86; Andrea
1984a: 116; Bereti 1977: 285;
Bereti 1993: 143-149; Cabanes
et al. 2008: 144; Ceka 1977

Gilkes 2013: 296, Karaiskaj
1976: 201

Bunguri 1987: 238

Kaca 1981: 257

Hoti 1987: 259

Komata 1977: 363; I F. Tartari
1996: 79, 80

DARE 2017
I D. Budina 1971b: 315

Iliria 1976: 354

Cuni 1982: 23-235; Cuni 1987:
237-238

Shabani 1983: 271

Cabanes et al. 2008: 46
Ceka 1987: 233-235
DARE 2017
DARE 2017
I D. Budina 1971b: 323

Tres Tabernae
Tuma e
Breglumit

Tuma e
Cërujës

Tuma e
Kakavijës

Tuma e
Kamenicës

Tuma e Laçit

Tuma e
Rehoves

Tuma e
Shtikes

Tuma e
Vodhinës

Tumat e
Bajkajt

Tumat e Barçit

Tumat e
Bardhocit

Tumat e
Batëres

Tumat e
Bërshit

263
264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276
PC: GC

PC: GC

PC: GC

PC

PC: RI

PC

PC:
GC: RI

PC

PC: GC

PC: GC

PC

PC: GC

RI
GC
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Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumulus

Tumulus

Tumulus

Tumulus

Tumulus

Tumulus

Tumulus

Station
Tumulus

423746.38

415729.57

458902.78

484301.34

414799.24

442149.69

433817.25

468639.33

392810.8

476776.2

445153.71

427585.88

454406.53
418414.84

4598985.06

4603053.2

4661838.26

484301.34

4422562.45

4416106.64

4463344.49

4481430.09

4610082.69

4488170.87

4417718.57

4598266.93

4547872.02
4680171.8

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT - 2 tumuli

Two tumuli in the modern city of Bardhoc, one is
found near the local middle school, Bronze age to 5th
C BC

IA Tumuli, near modern day Bajkaj, "qafa e
breshkesh", two tumuli that date to the late bronze
age/early iron age, have one late antiquity internment
Dishnice, 12th C- 7th C BC burial tumuli, Illyrian

Next to stream, right side of road, east of the city of
Rehove, EIA component, most of the material come
from the medieval period.
construction of tumulus begins in the early Iron age,
but also has late bronze age components, contains 5th2nd C BC material as well as material from the medial
period (9-10th C CE), shows continuous use of the
area in and around Kolonje, 2 km from modern day
village (to south?)
IA tumuli

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT, tumulus is on a hill
called "Klic"

Began in BA

IA tumuli

Originate in the BA, used throughout IA until the 6th5th C BC, in MAT - 1 above Havaljet.

Station
Tumulus dating to 6-5th C BC.

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Andrea 1984a:105; Hoti 1982:
15, 28, 31, 35

Andrea 1984a:113; Andrea
1974: 403-407; Andrea 1976a:
133-155

Budina 1971b: 291-292; Prendi
1974: 104;

Budina 1974: 348; Prendi
1974: 104

Aliu 1996: 58, 72

Aliu 1986: 215; Andrea 1984a:
115

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Gilkes 2013: 207

Budina 1974: 348; Prendi
1974: 104

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

DARE 2017
Perzhita and Bela 1990: 256

Tumat e
Bodrishtës

Tumat e Bruçit

Tumat e
Bujanit

Tumat e
Burrelit

Tumat e
Bushkashit

Tumat e
Cepunjës

Tumat e
Çinamakut

Tumat e
Domes

Tumat e
Dukatit

Tumat e Fajzes

Tumat e
Hamallajt

Tumat e
Karicës

Tumat e
Kënetës

277

278

279

280

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289
PC: GC

PC: GC

PC: GC

RI

PC

PC: GC

PC: GC

PC

PC: GC

PC:
GC: RI

PC

PC: GC

PC
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Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

450335.27

412079.74

376833.18

446308.99

377896.58

418477.29

447791.97

420857.9

409904.91

417197.85

423510.45

417223.21

440493.56

4653651.32

4607630.98

4591668.39

4668467.68

4455597.05

4642841.86

4651759.16

4444634.76

4613240.85

4606763.63

4686340.58

4616082.88

4416921

9 Iron age tumuli that date from 8th-3rd C BC.
appears as Knete in some searches, near the lake,
which has flooded part of the site

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT - 5 tumuli

Tumuli dating to the 8th C BC - 4th C BC, three
phases, in modern day Hamallaj

Tumuli on left of the highway, dates to early centuries
of our era

Multiple tumuli that originate from the late bronze
age/ early iron age transition, material dates from the
11th C BC- 8th C BC

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT - 2 tumuli

11 tumuli dating from the iron age to the 13th-9thc 4th c BC, near Kukes

Iron age tumuli, near modern day Cepune, right of the
highway (from Kardhiq to Fushe Bardhe), north west
of the city

Tumuli dating to multiple periods, originally built in
the 11th-9th C BC to the 7th C BC, the tumuli were
most intensely used in the 5th C BC, also material
culture dating 3rd-4th C CE. Originate in the Bronze
age, used throughout Iron age until the 6th-5th C BC,
in MAT
Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT - 8 tumuli, located in
the city

12 tumuli BA and IA

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT, 3 tumuli

IA tumuli

Hoti 1981: 211-217; Prendi
1974: 104

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Ilira 1982: 256; Hoti 1993: 128

Perzhita and Bela 1990: 230;
232

Andrea 1984a: 116; Bodaniku
2001: 9-100; Ceka 1974a: 143144

Andrea 1971: 344-345; Jubani
1974: 421-425; Prendi 1974:
104
Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Budina 1974: 355; Prendi
1974: 104

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Andrea 1984a:106; I D. Kurti
1977a: 171, I D. Kurti 1977b:
312-313, 315; I D. Kurti 1983:
95

Andrea 1984b: 261-262;
Andrea 1986: 254; Andrea
1992: 75; Andrea 1995: 91

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Budina 1974: 348; Prendi
1974: 104

Tumat e
Kokërdhokut

Tumat e
Komsis

Tumat e
Krumës

Tumat e
Marshejt

Tumat e
Midhës

Tumat e MycHasit

Tumat e
Pazhokut

Tumat e
Perbregut

Tumat e
Perlatit
Tumat e
Piskoves

Tumat e
Prodanit

Tumat e Psarit
Tumat e RrethBazit

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

301

302
303

300

Tumat e Klosit

290

PC
PC: GC

PC

PC:
GC: RI

PC: GC

GC

PC

PC: GC

PC: GC

PC

PC: GC

PC: GC

PC: GC
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Tumulus
Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

472843.55
414550.53

472803.83

438202.41

414700.15

454575.29

415479.07

447015.63

414989.05

374503.76

451343.08

413865.22

385627.64

423707.89

4467327
4612968.1

4462472.94

4459119.53

4619823.09

4659252.66

4537362.12

4661725.57

4605066.77

4678666.41

4673075.81

4604031.43

4619663.99

4595346.03

2 km north of Erseke, material dates to the 8-7th C BC
Originate in the BA, used throughout IA until the 6th5th C BC, in Mat - 10 tumuli

3 tumuli Illyrian burial tumuli, 12th C- 7th C BC, all
locted within 250 m of the first one, which the
location is based on, 3 km south of modern day
Ersnike, 50 m right of the road

Originate in the BA, used throughout IA until the 6th5th C BC, in Mat.
Three tumuli dating from the EIA, used continuously
until the medieval period. there were multiple burials
dating to the urban period, from the 4th C to 2nd C

Tumuli dating to the 5th-6th C BC

Illyrian tumulus (8?), used 13th-8th C BC

tumuli with material dating from the 11th C, up unil the
5th C BC

Originate in the BA, used throughout IA until the 6th5th C BC, in MAT - 2 tumuli.

Tumuli in Shkodra - IA

Iron age tumuli that were also used in the 5th to 4th C
BC, as many as 8-24 tumuli in the region, 3 km from
the cave of Dajt on a mountain plateau

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT - 3 tumuli, located
within the city, near the school

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT - 4 tumuli

Originate in the Bronze age, used throughout Iron age
until the 6th-5th C BC, in MAT - 6 tumuli, located
within the city, near the schools

Aliu 1995: 138-139
Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Aliu and Qirjaqi 1974: 409412; Andrea 1984a: 115

Andrea 1984a: 115; Bodinaku
1981: 243,244

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Perzhita and M. Belaj 1987:
223-225

Andrea 1984a: 108; Bodinaku
1974: 395-401; Bodinaku
1982: 49, 85; Prendi 1974: 104

Perzhita and Bela 1990: 115,
116

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Cabanes et al. 2008: 46

Andrea 1992: 75; Bela 1989:
269-270; Perzhita and Bela
1990:231; Prendi 1974: 104;

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Tumat e
Sanxhakut

Tumat e
Shkrelit

Tumat e Shtojt

Tumat e Suçit

Tumat e
Urakës

Tumat e
Vajzes

Tumat e
Vranishtit

Ura Romake e
Peshkepit

Vanove

Vile Romake
ne Bregun e
Beshos

Vile Romake
ne Peshkepi

Vilës

Zagore

Zdrajsh

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317
PC

PC

RI

RI

RI

RI

RI

PC

PC
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PC
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Settlement Fortified

SettlementUnfortified

Farmstead/Dwelling

Dwelling

Dwelling

Site

Bridge

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli

Tumuli, cemetery

Tumuli

Tumuli

436396.33

377445.21

468335.27

379532.79

378342.29

399682.55

379054.97

447728.25

388138.25

415248.15

420811.66

376480.76

379105.08

393042.35

4569656

4680885.61

4458874.95

4480376.33

4480824.61

4439804

4481245.16

4668221.33

4468482.14

4615242.32

4603951.63

4662452.47

4684127.26

4608536.88

City of Zhdraish, IA settlement, with fortification
walls. 1.5 km west of the modern-day city, on a hill.

Open dwelling, about 100 m to the west of the
modern-day village of Viles, material dates to about
late antiquity
Bronze age site that contains an iron age transition
period at the end of the Zagore II phase, located on a
hill south east of the village

Roman Villa, 2nd-3rd C CE.

Roman Villa, 2nd-3rd C CE.

Near modern city of Kudhes, iron spears and bronze
jewelry

Roman Bridge, 2nd C AD.

8-7th C BC

IA tumuli

Originate in the BA, used throughout IA until the 6th5th C BC, in Mat, next to the Mat river, 3 tumuli

Originate in the BA, used throughout IA until the 6th5th C BC, in Mat- 4 tumuli, one medieval.

Over 160 tumuli/ burials dating mostly to the iron
period, three phases 11-9th C BC, 8-7th and 6-5th

Multiple tumuli, originally began as places of burial in
prehistory (beginning of the BA)

Originate in the BA, used throughout IA until the 6th5th C BC, in Mat - 7 tumuli

Koka 1981: 246-247; Papajani
1991: 244

Andrea 1992: 71; Andrea 1996:
40-41

Shabani 1983: 263

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 447

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 441

Budina 1971b: 282

Xhyheri et al. 2013: 447

Perzhita and Bela 1990: 234

Prendi 1974: 104; Prendi 1998:
73-103

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Andrea 1984a:104; Andrea
1992: 72; Koka 1990a: 45;
Koka 1990b:255; Jubani 1992:
33-36
Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Cabanes al. 2008: 46, %2;
Fouache et al. 1996: 225-272

Kurti 1977b: 312-313, 315

Zgerdhesh

Zogas

318

319
GC: RI

PC:
GC: RI
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Settlement - Open

Illyrian City

437014.51

401069.92

4482348.45

4592278.86

Open settlement, dating to the 3rd-1st C BC.

Illyrian City

Cuni 1982 12(2): 223-235

Andrea 1984a: 107; Islami
1972a: 9; Islami 1972b: 195213; Gilkes 2013: 311-312
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